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He Said, She Said:
Thoughts, Ideas, Etc. from City Council Members Regarding Chapter 13-A
by Holly Valero
he time is 7:30 p.m. The place: City Council
Chambers, Portland City Hall. The date: Monday,
May 11, 1992. At issue is the proposed Chapterl3A of the Portland City Code which, if enacted, will make
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation illegal· at
least in the City of Portland. Public testimony will be heard
on both sides ofthe issue with individuals receiving an initial
three minutes to share their stories. Extensions on that time
limit may be allowed.
Our Paper spoke with several Council members. Here's
what they had to say:

T

Peter O'Donnell
Peter O'Donnell is the motivating force behind this
ordinance. On the Council since 1988 O'Donnell became
involved in this issue shortly after the election. Originally
from the Munjoy Hill area, O'Donnell still makes his home
in that area, while working as Assistant to the President for
Community Relations at Cheverus High School.

Our Paper: Does section 13-A modify an existing antidiscrimination policy or is this an entirely new ordinance?
O'Donnell: Portland doesn't have a real anti-discrimination
policy. The State policy covers everything else. · This would
add gay and lesbian as well. I think it's an important issue for
Portland to lead the way with this.

Our Paper: What made you get so involved with this?
O'Donnell: Its abhorrent to discriminate against anybody or
anyone ... It's foolish for people in Augusta to decide when
discrimination exists. Augusta has failed to pass laws to
protect its citizens. Ifwe have to say, 'Tm sony, Augusta, you
failed us again," then it's even more important for Portland
to lead the way.

Our Paper: For people testifying on Monday, what suggestions do you have for making that testimony effective?
O'Donnell: (1) Take the high road. Avoid confrontation and
be reasonable . It's important to show people that we're not
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Peter O'Donnell on effective testimony:
"(1) ... Avoid confrontation and be reasonable. It's im·portant to show people
that we're not being irrational. (2) Some
Council members find it alarming to hear
the level of abuse suffered. (3) ... Talking
about the _fear - that people fear because they feel unprotected... ( 5)
... speak from the heart."
being ilrational. (2) Explain how you feel. Some Council
membersfinditalarmingto hearthe levelofabusesuffered.
(3) [It's important to ...] share cases where people have had
continued on page 4
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Curb Your Gay Bashini~

P

Pohce brutality cases routinely end in
bly responsible for the increase in vioortland's.Oty Council appears
lence against gays· and lesbians, and
httle or no censuring of the authorities.
to be close - fingers crossed
William Kennedy Smith, Anita Hill,
that the gays and lesbians would have to
- to succeeding where Maine
make a personal adjustment in the
and the nation have failed. A city ordithe hst goes on and on. Women, gays,
lesbians, Blacks and at least half a dozen
manner in which they deport themnance addressing discrimination would
selves." Rand stated that the "criteria
other ethnic groups cannot get a break
be amended to cover, in writing, gay
from the White male club that runs the
for freedom is responsibility" with that
and lesbian citizens in such arenas as
responsibility on the shoulders of the
system.
employment and housing. A polarized
group of citizens and city councilor
A gay hate crime recently in Portlesbian and gay community.
Peter O'Donnell are slowly moving this
land focused on a victim unwilljng to
I'd feel better if we could share the
measure closer toward reality. In fact, a · report the crime for fear of further
responsibility.
retaliation from an
majority of city council members appear to support the change. Enforced
employer. This per.. . suing with a city ordinance to back
through civil lawsuits, with the burden
son, suing with a city
ordinance to back him up may not realistically stand a
of proof upon the complainant, the
ordinance would set an important prehim up may not real- snowball's chance. This person backed
cedent in the seemingly endless quest . istically stand a
snowball's chance. by the SupremeI !Cou rt may not stand a
for basic civil rights. And in legal termi.
This person backed chance.
nology, a precedent is the next best
thing to being there.
by the Supreme
Call me cynica l , but I've seen too many
Enforcement, however, may prove
Court may not stand
incidents that wreak of the stereot ypical
a chance.
to be a bigger obstacle. A recent rape
scenario
in which the town sheriff is also
Call me cynica),
case covered by the media involved a .
but I've seen too the local Klan leader.
woman who was dragged into a bedmany incidents tha~
room by her husband who then tied her
wrists and ankles, placed duct tape over
wreak of the stereotypical scenario in which the town sherher eyes and mouth, and raped her
I hope this ordinance goes through .
iff is also the local Klan leader.
while he videotaped the event. The
But once the parties die down and it's
At large city ~ouncil member
back to business as usual in the real
woman charged rape and a jury that
Theodore T. Rand, one of those who do
was predominantly female found the
world where do we go from here? •
husband innocent ... because they
not support this ordinance, told me
couldn't clearly determine whether or
that he felt this whole thing was unnecessary - that there was no need for a
not she was enjoying the experience as
a consenting adult. She has since left
special law for a specjal group. Saying
her husband, and probably her senses.
that the "AIDS thing was pretty heavy
I nearly left mine just reading about it. , baggage," he felt that ''AIDS was possi-
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Purpose
T

Our Paper is published monthly by a
dedicated groupof unpaid volunteers. Our
purpose is to offer a voice for Lesbians and
Gay men throughout Maine. Our Paper is
dedicated to increasing awareness of gay
and lesbian issues, offering support and
affirmation as a mmmunity resource, and
celebrating diversity within our
communities.

Editorial Policy
'v We will consider for publication any
material that broadens our understanding
of our lifestyles and each other. Views and
opinions appemingare those ofthe authors
only. We will not-endorse any candidaci'es
for public office; however, we will educate
our readership to all political opinions.

T

Editorials appearing in Our Paper
represent the opinion of the Collective's
Editorial Board as a whole.

Submissions Policy
'v We request that all material submitted for
publication be signed and include an
address and/or phon e number for
verification.

T

We reserve the right to edit materi,J ,L~
necessary, unless otherwise instructed.
Within the pages of Our Paper articles
may appear anonymously upon request.
Strict confidentiality will be observed.

V We welcome and encourage our readers
to submit materi,J for poblication and to
share comments, criticisms and positive
feelings with us. Remember, Our Paper is
Your Paper.
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Letters to the Editor
Concerned Educator
I a111 w1iting in response to the c111Tcnt
honmphohic sih1ations C>L't't111i ng in Maine
high schex>ls which have hecn brrn 1ghtto light
hy the Ry;m Smtt m~e a~ well ,L~ ne\.vspaper
mticles which indicate simihLI' C>L'C t11Tenc-es in
tll(' A11h11111 schcxils.
A~ mi educator and lesbi.m, I have a
n1i., tim' ol' feelings. I applaud the actions of'
thl' Lawn"1K'(' fac11lty ,md administration for
the supprnt and encouragement given to
Rvm1 in m1 dfo1t to reinstate him in schcx>I.
I iowe\ll'r, I a111 .mgiy mid rn 1h,1ged at the fact
that tlw h,mL~sment w.L~ allowed to <>L'Cur in
the' Hrst plac't'.
I a111 also simi larly outraged at the
h.111cUingof'the Hve students in Auburn . A~.m
'educator in the schcx,1 from which these
sh1dents were cL-op1x-'ll, I am veiy aware of'
tl1e 11< n11c>pl1c,bia thatinclet-xl<lc>esexi~t among
the sh1dent body, stall; ,md administration. I
haw often wih1esSl-'ll and e,q1erienced it Hrst
h.mcl.
I attack the homophobia from a person.J
leveleach cbyin mych~snx>m, in the h,Jls.m<l
in the faciu ty nxim . However, I feelextremely
clisempowereclclue to the re,Jity thatifl fight
tcx> h,ml or create tcx> much of' a sc-ene that I
will, indeed, lose the opporhmity to make
ch,mge from within hy losing my joh.
I w.L~ not aware of the circumstances of
these students 11ntil rec-ently after tl1ey ha<l
,Jreadydrop11e<l out. I wm1t to say that I grieve
over tlie loss of' these sh1<lents .m<l wish to
;apologi7.e that tl1ere w.L~ n'. >t •.1vehicle in plac-e

to s11pprnt these sh1dents fiu m inside, <L~tl1ere
,U'e lcsbian,mdgayteache rswho are willingto
serve ,L~supprnt. Since I have becume aware
cil'thesihiation lam in tl1epro<.:esscifm ntacting
outside agencies in or<lerto make tl1ern aware
that we ,u-e indee<l HERE ,m<l ,u-e willing to
s11pport otl1er gay stu<lents fro m inside.
I ,Jso w,mt to speak of a b1ight point for
me ,L~ a leshi,m e<luc:ator. At the University of'
Maine at Omno, a course is being taught
which includes a unit on homophobia. In that
unit the professor invite<l a panel ofleshian,
gay, ,m<l bisexmJ inclivi<lmJs to speak
lw,L~allowed the opportunitytoserveon
thep.mel.After much forethought, I mnsente<l
to ~-peak I felt that it was time to ~t,md up and
make a clifTerence in a visihle way. I cannot
l1egin to explain the emotion tlmt I felt when
I 011enly clisdose<l to over 300 students the
fact that I w<L~ ,m e<lucator ,md was also a
lesbi,m. During the two hours ofdiscussion, I
felt prou<l ,m<l empowere<l in a way that I am
not ,Jlowe<l <lai.ly in my school. I was able to
111,tkea~t,m<lopenly,aru,werquestions,disrniss
preconce ive<l notions ,m<l trwy educate.
I w,mt to acknowledge the struggles of
ow- young people ,md state that as educators
we are facing tl1e same such struggles, but are
making every effort we are afforded.
- One Veiy Concerned Educator

Looking Forward to More
Contradances
We're glad to see you continuingyour
statewide services to sexmJ minorities.

News

In son;1e ~ays, we're hoping you don't
pay off the Mac qebt too soon b~cause
we're hopi~g for lots: mor.e 'gef! der-free
benefit contradances.. The· first one was
ce rtainly a great 'success, and Ch'.ris ~as ,i
te rrific teache r and caller.
Once ugain, th,!-llks for your help. Keep
· ·
up the good work
,
- Bobbi Keppel .
ME Bisexual J:'eople's Network
Coor9inator
·
· ·

Never Enough · · ·
Lately, I've read editorials and other.
publications that say enough has been said
about HIV and AIDS. Well, as a person
who lives each day with AIDS, I don't
think there can ever be enough said or
done. AIDS awareness, AIDS education,
and safe-sex practices must continue to be
a priority for all of us. Because that's who
AIDS affe cts : US! Portland, as a
community, has always responded in times
of crisis or need. This is most certainly that
time. Organizations like the PWA Coalition
and the AIDS Project need help "now" in
order to help others affiicted with HIV and
AIDS to help themselves. One caring
individual plus another caring individual
plus another and another equals "we".
That's what it takes to not only fight AIDS,
but to ultimately beat AIDS. 'WE"!!!
- Dale Cloutier
PWA
..

l I

M_
a ine.
TWO CANDIDATES FOR CITY COUNCIL
SPEAK AT ORDINANCE HEARING
Keri Lord and Paul Tyson ·who are
running for the two at-large· city council
seats in Portland spoke strongly in favor
of the /roposed Chapter 13-A of the
Portion City Code which would prohibit
discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation. Both appeared at the hearing
on April 21 in ·front of the Public Safety
Committee. The election· is on Tuesday,
May 5.
Also running for the at-large seat is
Carolyn Cosby who allegedly distributed
anti-gay pamphlets during a previous
campaign.
·
.
Gay and lesbian voters in Porrland
are urged to vote on May 5 to elect
candidates who are supportive of gay and
lesbian civil rights.
MAINE EDITORIAL CARTOONISTS TAKE
UP GAY AND LESBIAN RIGHTS
· Two cartoons recently appeared in
the Maine SundC1y Telegram and the
Portland Press Herald which focus on
prejudice and discrimination against
lesbians and gay mc.n (see cartoons on
this page). Robert Woodworth of Bar
Harbor clrew a cartoon satirizing the bias
against gay men and lesbians in the Boy
Scouts of America. The cartoon appeared
in the editorial section of the Sunday
Telegram on April 19.
The cartoon of Steve Meyers of
Gorham which played ·on the Maine
State Legislature's slowness in passing an
anti·piscrimination statute appeared on
the editorial page of the Portland Press
Herald on April 22.
The cartoons reflect the cartoonists'
viev.,points and not necessarily the view
of the newspapers. Our Paper applauds
Woodworth and Meyers for their support
of human rights for gay men and lesbians.

..
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Statewide

BUREAU OF HEALTH TO MEET WITH
GAY, LESBIAN, AND HIV/AIDS
COMMUNITIES ABOUT MANDATORY
REPORTING OF TEST RESULTS

Eve ry Bookl and

Bo~s;.,
pll~

~~r\l[OS
r1[ , " Pol!TLAII%
~ff~ H[RAlD

The Maine AIDS Alliance had
announced that meetings with the Maine
Bureau of Health will be held in Portland
and in Bangor so that the Bureau may
4/19/92
hear from members of the gay, lesbian,
and HIVI AIDS communities on the issue
of mandatory reporting (see Calendar for
times and places). The Bureau is
considering a proposal to require
physicians who test patients for the
presence of HIV antibodies to report th~
names of those patients who lest positive
for their presence.
·
.!
The rational behind the proposal,
according to a position paper released by
the Bureau, is that state health officials

PORTLAND PRESS HERALD, 4/22/92
MAI NE SUt:JDAY TELEGRAM,
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News
believe that they will be better able to
follow up on and provide ·post-testing
counseling to those individuals who test
positive than do private doctors. The
Bureau a lso believes that mandatory
reporting will also assist in voluntary
partner notification. With mandatorr.
·reporting, the Bureau contends that it will
be able to track the epidemic better in
Moine. The position paper also indicates
that the Bureau is concerned with the
spread of other infectious diseases such
as tuberculosis.
The regulation, if adopted, will not
apply to the nine anonymous testing sites
in Maine. Anonymous testing will still be
available at those sites.
Opponents of mandatory reporting,
which include most of the agencies which
deliver HIVI AIDS care and education in
the state, argue that mandatory
reporting to the state will deter monr.
people.. from getting tested and will
subject HIV·rositive people to a greater
possibility o discrimination than already
exists. Peaches Bass of the Maine AIDS
Alliance said in a phone interview that
the Bureau's reasons for wanting the
reporting requirement is based on the
fact that people who go to private
doctors for testing are not getting the
kind of post-testing counseling that is
mandated by state law and which is also
in the patient's interest. "But I don't think
that mandatory reporting is the best way
to solve that problem."
Saying that the mandatory reported
requirement has economic,programmatic,
ana civil rights flaws, Bass said that the
Bureau should reexamine the reporting
requirement as a means to accomplish its
public health policies. Bass considers the
way the Bureau expects to provide post·
· test counseling and follow up care as the
most exrensive way to control the
spread o HIV. "The approach token by
the Bureau is labor intensive. How did the
Bureau figure out that this would the best
way to accomplish its goals?" Bass
suggested that more money be put into
case management.
Another major concern with
mandatory reporting, says Bass, is the
potential for discrimination against HIV·
positive people because of their HIV
status or because they are perceived to
be gay. "The Bureau put into place strict
confidentiality procedures because it
realizes that there is a serious anti-gay
discrimination problem in Maine. Until the
Bureau can guarantee safety [from

GAY & LESBIAN
I nfo-L i ne

883-6934
We're on line again!
We're live ever
6-Spm
we need volunteers
free listings all thetime
4 T May 1992

City Councilors
and Chapter 13-A

EQUAL

continued from front page

some kind of abuse. Talking about thef ear
- that people fear because they feel un protected. (4) It's ve1y important for the
City Council to respect people speaking
and for people speaking to respect the
council. (5) You need well thought out and
clear testimony. And speak from the hemt.
Our Paper: Are you hoping to get a vote in
that night?
O'Donnell: We're hoping to get the testimony wrapped up fai rly quickly so that we
can take a vote.
Our Paper: Worst case scena,io: what if'
Jasper Wyman and the Ch ristian Civic:
League show up? What about the opposition ?
O'Donnell: They better be fully prepared
to talk about facts and not deal with e motions.
Our Paper: Is this something that could
simply be repealed bya new City Council ?
O'Donnell: I would have to say that it
would be possible - but re mote to have it
overturned.
Our Paper: And if' it's defeated?
O'Donnell: It'IJ be back
Our Paper: Where do you see the test of
this ordinance?
O'Donnell: I don 't see a m,tjortest. !think
it will become law ... you'll have ve,y few
claims.. . My instinct tells me that the

HOMESTEAD
Bed & Breakfast
~

PROTECTION

PORTLAND
majo1ity of Po,tland's people suppmt this
hecause they see this ,L~ a human rights
issue.
Esther Clenott
Clenott was reticent to give an answe r
one way or the othe r, though she <lid state
that :she had neve r received ,L~ much public response on an issue . Of the phone
calls, letters, and postcards she had not
heard from one person who was against
the ordinance passing. Clenott ,Jso mentioned offered that the issue needed to be
pushed again next year as a State issue.
Our Paper: Do you support.Chapter 13-A'?
Clenott: I never te ll peqple how I'm going
to vote because I keep an ope n mind until

af'tpr the puhlie hea1ing, othe rwise ·why
bothe r to have a puhlie heaiing? I te ll
people that you've got to haw eonf'ide nee
in me. I thin k that it is neeessa1y fi>r tlH'
eouneil to have an open mind and listen to
the comme nts that eve,yonc has to say
before coming to a conclusion .
Our Paper: Do you e)q,eet a vot(' that
night?
Clenott: rd he ve1y disappointed if' we·
didn 't.
Charles William Harlow
AnotherCouncil me mhcrs11pp<Hti1 1g
Chapte r 13-A, Harlow mentirnwd that lw
had also received a lot of'plionc· calls, cm l_,·
one of the1n negati ve. 1u• 11• u• 1 •• n• 111•

"DON'T
SPOIL YOUR
DINNER!

~. PO Box 508 • Bar Harbor, Maine 04609
.':'If.''"''207 288-9041
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Your Mom gave us permission
to use this statement because at
Walter's we want you to enjoy the
upcoming 1992 Film Festival but
go easy on the popcorn and candy.
Make sure to leave room for a delicious and nutritious specialty from
our grill. Stop by after the show...
We'll have dinner waiting!
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stern Maine Al DS Network
See Mercedes, the reignin g
·ss Riverfront, plus many more.
There will be singing, co mied y ·
and other surprises.

Three $100 prizes for the best
in three different categories.
Enter the 50/50 drawing
for cash and other prizes.

Sunday, May 24, 1 ~~92
Show starts at 8:30 pm
Riverfront Lounge
123 Franklin Street, Bangor,, Maine
Three dol lar cover charge.
Join us for a good time for a great cause.
Supported by many local businesses.

15 Exchange Street Portland 871-9258
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"I think it's not necessary ••• they [gays and lesbians] need to make a

News

personal adiustment in the manner they ·deport thems-elves."
- City Councilor Theodore T. Rand
011r Paper: What<lo you think the chances
are for p,t~sing this?
Harlow: I think it will pass. but my own
<:ons<:ien<:e says it should pass. I have
proble m with supprnting tliis at all.
0 11 r Paper: Some people look at this as a
spi <:ial privilege law, that it's 11nne<:essary.
How do vo11 fc.,el about that?
Harlow: , Those people probably haven ·t
been discriminated against. Look, I'm a
white, -50-vear old male ... von can 't make
j 11dgnwnts has t-> d or; ~-0111· own
existcnc::e ...ifs too narrow.

0 11 r Paper: Tlwre are some <pl('stions
aho11t whether or not this wo11ld rt'allv he
e nfiir<:eahk.. .
Harlow: r el han:' to disagree with y01 1
there . It is enlim:eahle. The burden of"
proof is on the \~c::tim , hut ir a person feel
discrimi nated against, he (she) can bring
charges and sut' for the cost of"a law~1e r and
damages.
Theodore T. Rand
O ne or the more vocal dissente rs,
Rand considers Chapter 1:3-A in a diffe re nt light, and recapped some of the
thonghts he e;,,p ·essed earlie r at the II rst ·
meeting.

0 11 r Prq1er: \Vhat are vo11r feelings about
the ordinan<.:t'?
-Rand: I think ifs not necessary. I don 't
haw any religio11s hang-ups about tliis.

We're Working For
Changer··
You Can Make it
Happen!

I'm an individualist, not a group person. I
have sympathy and respect for their work,
hut I see no need for a special law for a
special gronp.

Ran<l: Well, the AIDS thing is pretty
heavy baggage for those people. (That
may be) possibly responsible for the increase in violence against gays.

011r Prq1er: What about its en forceability'?
Rand: Laws don ·t seem to make a diffe rence. Education is the key to social relations.

Ran<l discussed the fact that the
United States W,L~ and is made up of mino rity groups and that minorities have had
to adjust to the majmity, taking the best of
what they had to offer and assimilating into
the majority. I twas his opinion that minority groups we re now in a position where
they we re dictating the social and legal
fram ework of the majmi ty. Stating that
the proble m was that most people ab<li<:ate responsibility, he offered, "the ciiteria fo r freedom is responsibility."

011r Paper: But without a law, there is no
re,L~on for people to change .. .
Rand: For the gays an<l lesbians ... they
have to make a personal adjustment in the
manne r they depo1t themselves. If' something isn 't working, you look to yourself to
change .

Ann Pringle on the public safety hearing:
" Of the sixty people about twenty spoke.
I was really impressed by the effect of
the testimony. I thought I was pretty
informed, but hearing the examples was
very poignant to me. I think it's important
to educate the public."
011r Paper: Althou g h th e gay a nd les bian co mmunity cuts across a ll so ci al an d e thni c gro ups , it is a minority. T h a t <:a n h e se e n in th e incre as e
in hate crim e s against gays and les bians . You don't ree l that this gro up
is be in g targe te d?

Anne B. Pringle
Pringle focused on the
hearing process and its
e ffect upon her as well as
media coverage and problems in the West End.

Our Paper: What are
your fee lin gs abou t
C hapte r 13-A'?
Pringle: I do support it.
People aren't looking for any special right
- just the 1ights that everyone else has.

Regarding the public safety hearing:
"Of the sixty people about twenty spoke. I
was really impressed by the e ffect of the

"MUCH ADO ABOUT SOMETHING"
- A QUILT BENEFIT

continued on page 6

Whal~d~t.dsPeal !
PROVINCETOWN
Plus a whale watch cruise on the Dolphin Fleet or
Land L-Overs may enjoy dinner at Ciro &Sal's.

Only $29 .95 per couple.
· Maine Lesbian I Gay
Polltlcal Alliance
P.O. Box232
Hallowell, ME 04347

discrimination], we're not willing to have
mandatory reporting.• Although
discrimination on the basis of HIV status in
prohibited on the state and federal level
in some areas such as employment, there
are no such protections from
discrimination on the basis of _sexual
orientation . "The Bureau says that it is
using the same types of procedures that
it would use in dealing with any other
disease, but the Bureau should realize
that this culture does not treat this
disease like other diseases. Public health
policy cannot be made in a vacuum."
Currently, 28 states require
mandatory reporting by doctors of those
who test HIV-positive. In Maine, private
doctors administer 75% of the HIV
antibody test and anonymous testing sites
do the remaining 25%.
These meetings are not public
hearings or planning sessions. They are to
discuss the issues involved in mandatory
reporting with the Bureau before it drafts
new rules for reporting.
The m~etings are co-hosted by the
Maine AIDS Alliance, the Maine Bureau
of Health, Maine Lesbian/Gay Political
Alliance, the Portland City Health
Department, and the Bangor City Health
Department.

This primarily women owned resort
offers unprecedented comfort
and convenience in a most
unique environment.
This offer limited. Valid through 6/15/92.
Call for qualification details.
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On Saturday, May 9 at 8:00 p.m.,
Big 2 Do Productions will present a
cabaret to benefit The NAMES Project
AIDS Memorial Quilt. The show, enti~ed
"Much Ado About Something", will be
held at the McAuley Performance
Center on Stevens Avenue in Portland
(see Calendar for details). Some of
Porrland's favorite performers and three
special guests from New York will appear
in this musical extravaganza, including
John Alexander, Matthew Batten ,
Carolyn Droscoski, Ellen Emerson, Kendall
Libby, Michael Marotta, Marie
Pressman, Ann Richenbacker, Amy
Roche, Ann Slattery, ancf Ed Reichart at
the piano. Selections will be from the off
Broadway musicals Closer than Even and
Falsetto/and.
There will be panels of the Quilt as
well as some "panels in progress" on
display at the performance site. The
entire Quilt will be on display for the last
time in October in Washington, D.C.
MERRYMEETING AIDS SUPPORT
SERVICES HAS NEW LOCATION

Paul Lavin

HARBOR HILL
at Provincetown

Merrymeeting AIDS Support
Services has moved to a new office at 8
Lincoln Street in Brunswick. MASS
offers support services and groups for

Attorney at Law

------

P.O. Box 443
Portland, ME 04112

I saw
Heather Bishop
in concert ...

(207) 870-2171
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News
HIV-positive people and their family and
friends . Two HIV-positive groups meet
twice monthly in Brunswick and in
Gardiner. For more information, call 7254955 or write to MASS at P.O. Box
57, Brunswick, Maine 04011-0057.

FllM FESTIVAL SEEKS VISUAL ARTISTS
The Maine Lesbian Gay Film Festival
is looking for visual artists display ~eir
artwork .· during the Film Festival
scheduled June 5, 6, and 7 at the
Portland Performing Arts Center. Artists
should call Wendy at 774-5242 or Kim at
871-1817 and brieffy describe the media
and size of the piece as well as leave
their name, phone number, and address.
The information will be kept confidential.
Up to three works may be submitted
but the number of works accepted will
depend · on the numb~r of submissions
received. Interested artists should call as
soon as possible to reserve a space. With
the artist's permission, a brief s~opsis of
the artwork may be included in the
program booklet if the information is
received before the programs are
printed. The artists will be. responsible for
delivering the work on F_nday, Jun~ ~th,
signing a release at that time, and picking
the work up on Sunday, June 7th.

f?
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City Councilors
and Chapter 13-A

Portland Public Safety Commitee Hears
lestim.ony On Anti-Discrimination Ordinance

continued from page 5

I by Paul Lavin

testimony. .I thought, I was pretty infonn ed, buthearingtheexampleswasve ry
poignant to me. I think it's important to
educate the public."
Pringle mentioned the lack of press
cove rage which seeme d unusual because
of the nature of the issue . She added that
she hoped people would not feel uncomfortable to testify in the more visible Council meeting on May 11, which is broadc,tst
on television.

Our Paper: What kindoftestimonydoyou
feel would be the most effective ? What are
you looking for?
Pringle: ·'Just keep it straight forward."
On the subject of the West End and
problems with cruising, "One point I'dlike
to make ...I represent the West End of the
city ...is that the people meeting other
people are outside the community.
(People)whoaren'tpreparedtoface(themselves, the community) and that's why it's
anonymous. (Cruising) is intimidating for
the neighborhood, but there are people
preying upon the cruisers because · they
know that they won't be reporte d."
Pringle offered that with legal recourse some of those victimized would
feel ~nfident corning forward and that
would help alleviate some of the problems
in the West End. She also did not see the
West End cruising as a gay problem , but as
a community problem.•

4D

n April 21, the Public Safety Committee ofthe Portland CityCouncil
heard public testimony regarding
proposed Chapter 13-A of the Portland City
Code which would make it illegal to discriminate on the basis of sexmil orientation in the
areas of employment, credit, housin$, mid
public accommodation in the City of Prntlrnnd. The prorx.ised orclinance w,ts introduced by Councilperson Peter O'Donnell
who chairs the Public Safety Committee.
Ast,mding-mom onlycmwdofgaymen
and lesbians and straight supporters of lmman rights filled the City Council chambers.
Tifriswas the fusttime thatan onlimmc-eofthis
nature had been heard by the City Cow1cil.
Councilpersons O'Donnell, Ann Pringle, ,md
Ted Rand who sit on the Public Safety Committee were present to hear the public te~timony. Also present was Councilpe rson
Charles Harlow who wanted to hear the
testimony on the proposed ordirnmce even
though he was not a voting member of the
committee.
The public testimony started offwith the
testimony of Gemld Conley of Portl,md.
Conley has long been ,m active and voc,il
supporterofgay and lesbian civil rights loa.Jly_
ar,d at the state level. But the majority of
testimony came from lesbians aJ)d gay men
wino had been the subject of the kinds of
discrimination which the proposed ordinance
seeks to prohibit. The people who testified
reflected the diversity which exists in the

lesbi,m ,m<l gay mmmunity- mothers, doctors, professors,sd i(X)I teachers, prie,ts, he..ilth
cm-eworke rs, miists, ~tu<lents,,m<l rmmymc>re.
Much of the testimony was personal ,m<l
moving mid appeared to have ,m e Hect on
most Council me mbers present. There w,L~
no testimony opposed to the proposed onlinanc-e.
Council members O'DonneU, P,ingle,
mid Harlow were veiy supportive in their
mmments to the assembly alter the public
mmmentw,L~ closed. Each inclicated that he
or she wmil<l vote in favor of the orclimmc-e
when it w:ts hem·d before the entire Council.
In order to p,tss, the proposed orclimmc-e will
nee<l a rmtjority of Hve votes from the nine
Counci l me mbe rs. As was expe cte d ,
Councilperson R,md w,ts the only one to
speak against the proposed orclimmc.-e ,m<l
said that he would yote against it. At one rx>int
he <lrew b(X)s ,md hisse~ from the a~sembly
when he intimated that the gay mmmunity
had brought the AIDS epidemic on itself.
O'Donnell rep1imm1ded the crowd saying
that public <leinonstrntions were not ,illowed
in the chambers. He ,ilso said that Rmd clicl
not have to address the ,L~sembly ,md had
shown murnge in making a public statement
despite the overwhelming sentiment in favor
of the pmposed orclimmc-e.
.
.
The Committee voted in favor of sending the pmrx.ise<l ordinanc-e to the fi.il] Council. The Council entertained the Hrst reacling
of the pmposed onlimmc-e on April 22 which
wasapmfomwprelude tothe semndreacling
on May 11 when the h.ill Council wil! vote on
the pmposc"Cl ordinance.•
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Attention Activists!

News
MATLOVICH SOCIETY IN APRIL

Dear F1iends,
At the time of this wiiting, Portland is one city c:ounc:il meeting & Hve votes
away from making histo1y! If passed , the Equal Protection Ordindanc:e, which is
c01 1rageouly sponsored by Pete r O 'Donnell , C ity Counc:ilor from Dishic:t 1, will
put Porltand on the growing list of c:ities that rec:<,gnize Lesbians and Gays as a
\'a liied pa1t ol"their heritage and fohire. Portland would also be the Hrst c:ity in
Maine to d early and dec:isively de mand e<1ual rights . While we all know that this
isj11st a "' hahy stcp" on the road to true civil 1ights and protection , it is ac:iitic:al early
tl·st of 011r drive, spi 1it. and suppo1t.
.
01 ir e fforts are din,•c:tc<l toward c:reatingan indusive coalition which inc:011)0ratl's our Conrnmnitv·s strengths, and motivates our va1ied and vibrant fri ends to
take charge of" the l"uture . So far individ1 ials and organizations have sent out mass
mailings, dist1ihutecl llyns. created phone networks, lobbied Portland City
C:011ncil nwrn hers, and ed11cated the press w, to the ir responsibili ty to stan<l up fo r
what is 1ight.
I f"th e rcww; ever a time to pa1tic:ipate in ac:ommunity effo1t this is it. We can't
tak<' passage li>r granted. Any and all he lp is appreciated, because now is the time
to push for this ordinance to assure protection of our c:ivil rights! Please get
involved , show your supp01t by coming to the May 11th Portland City Council
rneeting vote at 7:30PM. Get the re early, we dese rve this!

For those interested in calling
Council members, the numbers
are listed below:

Peter O' Donnell

Regional

774-0148

VERMONT GAY AND LESBIAN CIVIL
RIGHTS BILL PASSED

Anne B. Pringle

774-0437
Thomas H. Allen , Esq.

772-0666
Cheryl H. Leeman

773-4161
Charles William Harlow

797-3775
Theodore T. Rand (At Large)

766-2087
Linda E. Abramson (At Large)

797-4438
Esther B. Clenott (At Large)

Sincerely,

775-0905

Maiy MacLean & Biian Quint

Watch for special review on Richard
Plant's The Pink Triangle in June's issue.

Richard W. Paulson , Jr. (At Large)

011 helw?f of the 11umy people working to pass the
Portland A11ti-Discri111ination ordinance.

772-5023

-

States banning
anti-Gay bias:

1982: Wisconsin
1989: J'l.1assachusetts ·
1991: Hawaii
Connecticut
1992: New Jersey

-

On April 15, the Vermont Legislature
sent to Governor Howard Deon the ·most
for-reaching gay and lesbian civil rights
bill to be passed by any state so for. The
bill originated in the Vermont Senate
which passed it by a 23 to 5 vote and
passed in the House by a 73 to 67 vote.
The Governor who stated in his State of
the State address earlier this year that
gay and lesbian civil rights was a top
legislative priority is exJ:?ected to sign the
bill into low in the next few weeks.
The comprehensive low will not only
prohibit discrimination in the usual areas
of housing, employment, public
accommodations, and credit, but will also
cover such areas as medical core, labor
organizations, and court-ordered
protection from abuse procedures.
Vermont becomes the third New
England state to provide civil rights to
gay, lesbian and bisexual people. The
ot~er states are Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Wisconsin, Hawaii, and New
Jersey.

Statewide biUs still
pending this year:
California

Florida

Illinois
New York
Rhode Island

Iowa
Maryland
Texas

Vermont

We look forward to your
next visit and to your
continued support
·
in 1992.
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THE STRAIGHT & NAJRROW • BY HOLLY VALERO

News
No Special P'rivileges Required . • •
Nation.a l
ANTl·GAY CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT TO GO BEFORE
COLORADO VOTERS

In November, Colorado voters will be
voting on whether their state constitution
shoulcl be amended to prevent the
P.assage of any law that would prohibit
the discrimination against gay and lesbian
people. The right-wing anti-gay group,
Colorado for Family Values, hos collected
and submitted to the Colorado Secretary
of State enough valid signatures to place
the question on the next ballot. The
Secretary's office ,said that 65,391' valid
signatures hod been collected.
If enacted the amendment would
mean that Colorado and any of its
governmental subdivisions could not enact
any statute, regulation, ordinance, or
policy which would provide gay, lesbian
and bisexual ~le with protected status
or a claim of discrimination. The
enactment of the amendment would also
mean that then cities of Denver, Boulder
and Aspen would h9ve to repeal their
ordinances which prohibit discrimination
against gay, lesbian and bisexual people.
Governor Roy Romer and Denver
Mayor Wellington Webb e?<J)ressed their
oppo~ition to the proposed amendment.
Mayor Webb said, •we cannot start
writing discriminatory language into the
state constitution.•
The lesbian and gay community of
Moine faces a similar challenge from the
Christian Civic League which is seeks to
hove a referendum question placed on the
next ballot which would in effect require
~ that any gay and lesbian civil rights bill
should be decided by Maine voters by
referendum rather than by the Maine
Legislature. Lesbian and gay leaders in
Maine are closely .watching the progress
of the civil rights bottle in Colorado.

E

very time I drive past the YMCA l
find my stomach muscles tightening up a bit. Strange that they
should do that now. It wasn't all that long
ago that I used to swim regularly in the
. upstairs pool three days a week I'd race
over after work praying that I would be
able to find a parking place in among the
chaos of parents dropping off and picking
up kids. The instructional pool was all but
· vacantatthat hour. MyonJy reguhu-companions were a couple of 0lder men who
would do a few ceremonial laps, log rolls,
belly flops , what-have-you, before wishing
me a good evening and wande1ing back
into the locker room. The life guard on
duty would look up occasionally and smile
as I swam back and forth. It was wonderful. All those lines on hold, people asking
questions, where's-my-whatever would
disappear beneath the waves ofblue quiet.
I loved it.
Mypartnerandl visited the YMCA on a
regular basis - or bied to. Nautilus, swimming, and racquetball wereourfavrnites. We
did the usual thing - exercising like crnzy for
awhile and then slacking offfor awhile, but all
the time Casco Northern wa, deducting a
monthlyelectronicpayrnentthatwouldshow
up on my account statement. One of my
favorite things about the YMCA was the fact
that, as anyone who frequents a Y knows, at
least 30% ofthe customer base is either gay or
lesbian. Half the time we were there the
lesbian/gay population ·outnumbered the
straight popuLt:ion.

"A nd what did you say the Hrst name
is again?"
I told the m.
"And the other first name?"
I told them.
"Can I put you on hold?"
Like a Super Mario game I worked
my way up through the degrees of difHculty from secretary to assistant to ,L,sistant
manager to manager. Each ti me the conversation was the same . Until I reached
the top.
"You have to have a v,Jid wedcling
license to get a family me mbership. You'd
have to bring it in with you ... a valid Maine
license."
"Do you require that all coupl es
applying for famil y
. .1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
m e m b e r s .h i p s
It's like a counter-culture ant farm with free prese nt th e ir vali d
weights .. . lf the gay and lesbian population wedding lice nses?"
ASTONISHolf America stopped going to the YMCAs
MENT. "No. Of
and YWCAs the revenue loss would go down course not."
in Y' history books as the year'they had to
"Th e n why do I
have to brin g in
d1ownsize to lower case letters.
min e? I've told you
that we are marri ed.
We share the same address. W e have
I told them.
"And you want what?"
been supporting me mbe rs for years and
would like, unde r your new pricin g sysI told the m.
te m, to apply For a fami ly me mbe rship ."
More confusion .
"A family membership is for families... "
This iswhen the facade hc~ m1 tocmmble.
"Look, we're a family orgm1i:mt:ion. We ,U'e
"We are a family."
looking to atb11ct c-ertain types ... families ... "
"No, I mean married couples ... "
'We are married."
continued on page 14
But the day came when a friend mentioned that she was looking into a family
me mbership at the YMCA for herself and
her partner. The initial feP,dback she got
le ft her feeling it would be Jkay. Since our
single memberships together totaled more
than a family membership I figured it was
worth a shot.
Working my way through the hiernrchyofYMCA management I calmly~tated
that my partner and I would like to switch
our single me mberships to a single family
membership.
CONFUSION.
'What did you say your ht,t name is?"
I told them.
"And what's the other name?"

...
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Meet author/editor John Preston
Sat. April 4 at 3:00 p.m.

144 HIGH STREET
PORTLAND 773-5547

NEW GAY RIGHTS LAW
INTRODUCED IN CALIFORNIA

Hoping to thwart another veto on
gay rights legislation, California State
Assembly Speaker Willie Brown has
introduced a massive revision of the
state's civil code, making it the •toughest,
most comprehensive civil rights act in the
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Rehabilitation/Restoration
Remodeling/Repair
New Construction
Design Service

Est. 1976
15 Court Street

Eye View

• Building Inspections
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• Written Reports
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Breaking Glass
by Alan Stearns

W

hen I was in ninth grade, my
best friend Lany and I decided that the English language wasn't good enough to desc1ibe our
own personal adventures in puberty. Our
expe1imental romantic interludes with
young women , we re confined by our limited vocabulary. We could date girls, see
girls, or go out with girls, but that just
wasn't enough. Going steady somehow
didn't encompass the true range of pleasure and confusion that was pulsingthrough
our veins. So instead we created a new
phrase. Wedecidedwewouldstart"breaking glass" with girls, evoking images of
passionateethnicweddingswe had seen in
the movies where gorgeous people seemed
to be buly participating in life as they shattered expensive cryst,J rn1d china on the floor.
Larry started launching Lennox with
Reth , and I tossed a few Dixie cups around
with Jennifer. I didn't see Larry or Beth for
a while in the summer, and at some point
I bumped into Beth and asked if they were
still breaking glass . She just about killed
me. I guess Larry hadn't. told her of our
linguistic breakthrough and she thought I
w,L~ ,Jluding to a cruel rumor of her tendency to emit a shattering operatic cry on
certain intimate occasions. Our rejuvenation of the English language was put to rest
while I retreated to heal my wounds.
Not too long ago I entered a new
ph,L~e ofpubertywhich sent a new pulse of

confusion through my veins. I struted a
journal titled "L,L~t Night I Kissed a Man",
and once again the English language failed
me. On Thursdayofthatweekl was just an
eve1yday middle class white male with no
particulardist::inguishingethnicity, religion,
hairstyle, or impairment. By Saturday, I
was in search of a label.

So I gave in. But then word gay got
s01t of limiting. I was angry, burning, and
confusing, not gay. I liked the word queer.
It was different; a little dangerous. I allowed me to confront and shock rather
than fit into the more acceptable and comfortable.
By now, I'm just starting to tire of
queer. I'm looking for a
I
newword, something like
My search for potentially self-deprecating .breaking glass, but perlabels is ... in direct c~ntradiction to my sincere haps closer to phallofile,
and dedicated commitment to politically boytoy,orman-with-$25haircut. As I grow and
correct language. I cringe when womyn are surge and learn and flex I
called girls, when people of color are called consume labels, spit
colored, or when some educationally-impaired them out, and search for
new fringes of the lanperson calls me a faggot.
guage.
My search forpotentially self-deprecating labels is, of course,
I balked big time. I'm not gay. I'm the
in direct contradiction to my sincere and
same person I always was, just now I kiss
dedicated commitment to politically cormen. I was looking for a complex parenrect language. I cringe when womyn are
thetical expression to describe myself, recalled girls, when people of color are called
fusing mere adjectives or nouns. As I came
colored, or when some educationally-imout, I settled on saying that I was more
attracted to men than women. That certain
paired person calls me a faggot. I am the
perfecter of the he/she/it stutter, a chamsomeone called me his stmight boyfriend.
pion of gender neutrality. So it is no wonA good friend temporarily cured me
of my verbal contortions. Deal with it,
der that I feel guilty about using queer to
Alan. You'e gay. You're no longer in the
describe myself rather than hypothalamus-deficient or hormonally-special or
supposed majority of straight waspy men.
persyn of preference.
All of her life she had been a bitch , a dyke,
a girl, a commie, or some other slur. She
I rationalize my language in the context of mypersonal situation. I'm not tryirig
had no sympathy for me semantical whincontrnued on page 15
ing about not wanting to call myself gay.

Q u e e r

BRUCE W. KENNEY, D.O.

Survey

Board Certified General Practice
Preventive Medicine
· Obstetrics

'7he Ccnte{forJfealt/0

We received more responses to
the reader survey printed in the
March issue of Our Paper.

Gender Split: 2 to 1 female
Age Range:
35 - 40
Most preferred terminology:

PORI'LAND POTIERY
NEW FACILITT!

97 India Street
Portland, Maine 04101

207-774-5800

News

Saturday Afternoon Clas.,es
Pottery for all ages &. Levels
For info call 772-433'4
118 Washington Ave., Ptld.

"gay"

Least preferred terminology:
"queer"

history of California,• a state civil rights
group said. ·
The bill would guarantee housing and
employment rights to homosexuals ,
similar to those promised in the gay rights
bill vetoed last year by Gov. Pete
Wilson. Brown said that because the act
.applied to so ma,:iy constituencies, Wilsor.i
would find it difficult to veto it without
•being viewed as a David Duke.•

FIRST AIDS LAWSUIT UNDER
AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT

In the first test of protections
guaranteed to HIV-infected people under ·
a new federal anti-discrimination statute,
the American Civil Liberties Union has
sued a doctor for her refusal to treat an
HIV-infected man.
The lawsuit, filed by the Western
Lew Center For the Handicapped and the
ACLU of Southern California in United
States District Court in Los Angeles,
charges that Dr. Thelma A. Reich of the
Ventura Urgent Care Center improperly
denied treatment to Salvador Fuentes, an
HIV-infected man who was bleeding
profusely from a cut to his hand.
The lawsuit is believed to be the first
HIV-related case filed under the provisions
of the Americans with Disability Act, a
federal statute that took effect in
January that prohibits discriminafion on
the basis of disability including HIV status.
The ADA specificclly states that health
care providers are forbidden to
discriminate on the basis of disability.
•Discrimination against HIV-positive
~pie must be stoppecl, • said William B.
Rubenstein, Director of the ACLU's
National AIDS Project. •sy passing the
Americans with Disabilities Act, Congress
gave us an important protection,• he
added. •we are using this first test case
to insure that those protections are more
than paper guarantees.•
Jon Davidson, an attorney with the
ACLU of Souitlern California who is cocounsel in the action filed against Dr.
Reich, said he, hoped the lawsuit would
show the medical community and the
general public that refusal to provide
health care be~ause a patient is HIV
positive •is medically, ethically, and
legally uniustifiable. •
Davidson added that with a million
people infected with HIV . in the United
States-most of whom do not know they
have the virus-it is also dangerous for
health care workers to refuse treatment
to people who say they are HIV positive,•
he said. •Doctors who refuse to treat
people who they believe to be HIVpositive are less likely to be careful with
everyone.•
.
According to the papers filed in the
case, Fuentes badly cut his left hand.
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-C- Readings by contributor to Sexual
Harassment: Women Speak Out, a
collection of personal testimony
about sexual harassment, at New
Words Bookstore, 186 Hampshire St.,
Cambridge, MA. Event is free, open
to all. Call (617) 876-5310 for more
information.

May9 _
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May 14

S A T U R D A Y

MayV

-C- "Much Ado About Something" a musical extravaganza benefit for
the NAMES Project AIDS Memorial
Quilt will be presented by Big 2 Do
Productions at the McAuley
Performing Arts Cel}ter at the
Catherine McAule~ischoo!, Stevens
Avenue Tickets are $10@Drop Me
A Line, 144 High St., Portland . Call
Ed Reichart@ 773-0634 for info./
reservaJions.

T H U R S D A Y

-C- Are yoti a Forgotten Scout? You
are if you are gay, lesbian, or
bisexual and have taken part in the
Boy Scouts of America. If you want
to learn more about Forgotten Scouts
and how you can make a difference,
come to the organizational meeting
of Forgotten Scouts, 7:00 p.m.,
Matlovich Society Office, 72 Pine St.,
Portland . Call Terry@ 874-2384.

••••••••••
••
••

~May9

T H U R S D A Y
-C- Matlovich Society One Year
Anniversary Party! Pop Duo Diana
Hansen and Pixie Lauer perform in
concert. Evening includes catered
reception. Celebrate one year of
Tyiatlovich Success and Matlovich
founder Ron McClinton's birthday!
(See article in this issue for details.)

May 15
F

S A T U R D A Y

May9

SA. TURD A Y
-C- Wild Iris Productions presents
comedian Kate Clinton in Concert.

R

I

D ._. A

y

-C- Maine Civi1 ~iberties"Union .
Annual Meeting will feature a talk
by Bill Rubenstein, Director of the
A€L,U.AIDS Project. 6 - 9 p.m. @
R~iche School, Portland. Call 774-

Bent Auditi
Molly House Production
for Bent. a 2-act drama by Martin
roles. Previous theatre experienc
8308 for further details, as well ai
Molly House Production
of gay peopie devoted to promotit
Last week.of May auditic

5444.

May 15-31

~

w

(1JJ
~
[Q) ~
17, 1992 • 6-9 PM

SABATOS

-C- "Shone Alone" - Kevin Shone
performs at 25 Forest Ave., Portland
(next to Portland Stage). Call: I
H ave No Control Productions @ 8790070.

D A Y
-C- OPEN DOORS is offering
opportunities for women to explore
and enjoy:
Marine Mysteries and Miracles, 10
a.m. - 2 p.m. @ Reid State Park,
'Georgetown. Immerse yourself in
the marine world as you explore
tidepools, beaches, and rocky
shores. $22. Call Donna Vallas @
725-2703.

May 16
!SATURDAY

May 16
S A T U R D A Y
From the Forest to the Sea, Morse
Mtn. Preserve, Phippsburg; 10
a.m. - 2 p.m. Encounter forest, salt
marsh, and beach ecosystems
during an exhilarating hike. $22.
Call Donna Vallas® 725-2703.

WHEREHOUSE

May 11

Uve AC(:OUStics featuring

M

I Visage I

j

Lynn Deeves & Diana Daniel

j

Getty Payson

I

Brenda Moore

j

Janet Harvey

j

Gail Bifon

DJ From 9-11 PM
21 plus ID Required

10 T May 1992
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-C- Portland City Council will
consider and hear testimony about
proposed Chapter 13-A of the
Portland City Code which, if passed
and enacced, will make
discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation illegal in the City of
Portland. Your bodies are needed to
show numerical support for this
ordinance. As Queer Nation says, "If
you're ever out, be out that night!"
'7:30 p.m.@ Portland City Hall, City
Council Chambers. Get there early!
Public testimony will be heard.

,,:. Breakfast gathering planned 8:00
a.m. for gay and lesbian delegates /
alternates participating in the
Democratic Party Convention May
15-17 in Bangor. A caucus is being
formed to promote lesbian / gay
concerns and to ensure that gay I
!lesbian delegates continue to the
National Convention.

KATE CJ
with specie

Diana Hansen a ;
Satur1
May 9th

May 17
Sunday
International AIDS Candlelight Memorial and
Mobilization. 6:00 p.m.: Candlelight
!Jathering at Monument Square, Portland,
and march to St. Luke's Cathedral on State
Street. 6:30 p.m. Memorial Gathering at St.
Luke's Cathedral. The public is encouraged
to participate. The Memorial Gathering will
be interpreted for the hearing impaired.

Sunday
Community AIDS Services. Sponsored by
tlhe Greater Portland Interfaith Council.
Healing for the fipirit; Hope for the Future.
Congregation Bet Ha'am, 111 Wescott
Street, South Portland, 4 p.m. A time of
f1~llowship will follow the services. All
services will be interoreted for the heari~gimpaired. Transportation is available by
calling The AIDS Project at 774-6877. For
further information, call Immanuel Baptist
Church at 775-2301 .

8:00 p

First Paris}
425 Congre
Portland,

Ticket Outlets; Amadeus

Portland, Macbeans 1\
JKS Copyprinten
Rock Bottom Records :
$12.50

in advance
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ns announces open auditions
n Sherman. Bent requires 11

ice not necessary. Call 773-

lS audition time and place.
ris is a local,Jioni)fofit group

~ng gay.ar1lstic expresslon.

ions for ao AUQU$,tproduction.

.!\Aarder Mysterv Weekend, June 5-7, 1992.
This wtt be great fun! Guests assume the
rqles of suspects, murderers, even victims
and everyone plays detective. We'll include
dinner. Come help us solve the crime! For
morn information contact The Highlands
Ian, P.O. Box 118, Valley View Lane,
Bethlehem, NH 03574, 603-869-3978.

May27

-:- The Maine AIDS Alliance is
holding open meetings with the
Bureau of Health where the public
can be heard regarding the Bureaus's
proposal to require physicians to
report the names of people who test
positive on the HIV antibody test.
These are not public meetings. In
Portland the meeting is 6:00 - 9:00
p .m. at Portland City hall, fourth
floor conference room. In Bangor,
location is Bangor City Health
Department, 103 Texas Ave. Call
Dawne Reakes, Office of AIDS,@
289-3747 or Peaches Bass, Maine
AIDS Alliance,@ 621-2924.

:ions Set

r

•
••
••
•
••

Molly House Productions
announces open auditioos for Bent a two-act
drama by Martin Sherman. See ad this page
or. call 7173-830~ for1udition time and ·place.
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,(- Out & Out Productions fund
raising dance at ZOOTZ, Portland .
Dancing starts at 9:00 p .m. , ticket
prices $5 to support the Gay &
Lesbian Film Festival.

SATURDAY
Full Moon Contra Dance

May 22-25
FRIDAY-MONDAY
,(- Maine Lesbian & Gay Men's
Symposium XIX
University of Maine@ Presque Isle ..
Maine's.19th annual gathering will
include keynote speakers, special
events, workshops, and live
entertainment. Call (207) 498-2088

al guests

~nd Pixie Lauer

May24
s

•day
i, 1992
p.m.

:h Church
ess Street
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.:,. MLGPA meeting@Symposium.
Time and location posted on sight.

t

'Kfl{ Iris ,Pn>l,,n;ons

: Music and Walkabout in
Music in Brunswick,
'S in Belfast and
in Portsmouth, N.H.
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Portland
Gay/Lesbian
Pride March

I HAVE NO CONTROL PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS

SHONE
ALONE

1g, $17 .50 by mail from:

auctions, Inc.
Buxton, ME 04093
/25/92)

@®
.

7 at the door.

AVAILABLE•A
Saturday, Jun, 6, 1992
11:00 am - 12:30 pm

A ONE MAN COMEDY EXTRAVAGANZA
STARRING A CAST OF THOUSANDS
written & performed by

$14.00
at the door

TICKETS

S•advance or

KEVIN SHONE

Laughing Moon,
Damariscotta
Drop Me A Line
Portland

produced & directed by

TIM FERRELL
8:00 PM Every Fri. SaL & Sun. May 15th tbru 31sL
NO CONTROL TNIATU
25 Forest Ave. Portland (Next to Portland Stage Co.)
Admission only $9.99 • Box Office 879-0070
SOME REASONS TO SEE ' SHONE ALONE" :
I . PnMda 12 bcHln of IOOU!ing nil.id.
2. E~ryone gets a hu~ after t~ 1how.

~
•

J. 100% bee.Loo filkn.. DO meat by-producu..
4. Shone i s ~ a Q)ffli,:: ,ecilll in Frucz.
5. h '1 litt I blalt of warm lllffl!MI 1un __ withov1 tbr kit t,1i,..en..

Our Paper
P.O. Box 737, Portland,
ME 04104 or 761-0733

LOCATION
Temple Beth-El, 400 Deering
Ave. Portland• 7:30 p.m.
Plent of free instruction!
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News
_ continued from page 9
After he controlled the bleeding, Fuentes
sought medical care for the cut from the
nearest emergency medical clinic, the
Ventura Urgent Care Center. When
Fuentes called the clinic to get directions,
he realized that his medical condition
could present a problem and informed the
,;~linic's staff that he was HIV positive. He
was told that his HIV status was not a
problem and that he would be treated for
his wound.
After arriving at the clinic, however,
the staff told Fuentes that the doctor
said she did not-ond would not-treat an
HIV-positive patient. Fuentes asked to see
the doctor and asked her to put her
refusal into writing. On a prescription
form that Dr. Reich signed and dated, she
wrote: •This is to inform you that I do not
treat patient (sic) with HIV positive in our
clinic. Advised to go to County ER for
treatment.•
"This case is the perfect method for
testing the new disability act,• Rubenstein
said. •once the Court decides the issue,
doctors and other health professionals will
learn in no uncertain terms that they can
no longer discriminate against HIV-positive
__ patients.•

PHOENIX CONSIDER
GAY RIGHTS MEASURE
PHOENIX (AP) - A hearing on gay
and lesbian rights drew about 1 ,000
people, some of whom testified into the
wee hours of Morch 27 on a proposed
ordinance that would ban discrimination
again gays in the workplace.
More than 100 people gave threeminute speeches at the .hearihg March 26
sponsored by the Phoen ix Human
.. Relations Commission. Some spoke past
midnight, five hours after the meeti ng
started.
The proposed ordinance also would
ban discrimination again gays and lesbians
in most establishments open to the public.
Among the minority speaking against
the measure was Andrew Consentino,
• who said he was a minister, but has not
church affiliation .
He argued on grounds that God
disapproves of homosexuality and will
punish Phoenix if the ordinance becomes
law.
C.R. Smith, a Phoenix businessman,
said he has hired lesbians and g~s, but
does not want to government making his
decisions for him.
1
. 1want to hire a ~ based on the
their "-'alifications. If. this is passed,, it will
have long-lasting detrim~ tal ettects, •
Smith said.
·
Gay and lesbian rights advocates said
the ordinance was a civil rights issue, and
was long overdue because discrimination,
threats of firing, harassment, and
beatings are common to gays and lesbians
on Phoenix.
Counselor Dr. Gerrie Gibbons said
' ma ny of her gay cl ients live in
"psych~logical terror,• and many also
suffer ·because they were wrong ly
believed to be gay or lesbian.
Scott Grisswold said he favors the
., ordina nce because"! know what it's like to
have an employer say, ' I don't want your
kind here.' This is not a God issue, it is a
human rights issue.•
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ln1 t he Name of God

Matlovich
One Year Old

Bernard J. Broder

Vv

by Barbara Winthrop

itl1in weeks, busloads of selfide n tified Fundam e ntali st
Ch,istians and their leaders
will converge upon Maine's statehouse to
oppose civil rights for Gays, Lesbians, and
Bisexuals. Quoting:, scripture, and citing a
desire to preserve morality, they will call
upon the House and Senate to defeat
equal rights for those of alte rnative
lifestyles, and will do so "in the name of
God".
As advocates of the dignity and wmth
of pe rsons of alternative lifestyles, it is
imperative that we consider ho\.V we may
inte rve ne and make a difference in the
upcoming days.
Whether it's an infonnal conversation
with a coworke r, a speech delive red
publicly, a qui e t visibility in our
communities, or an articulate activism in
our Statehouse, ours can ht: the voices
speaking for freedom , the hands working
for justice.
Since the Fundamentalists will base
most, if not all, of their argument against
civil rights for Gays, Lesbians, andBisexuals
on Biblical scripture, it's important that
we're prepared to call to question this very
practice, asking:

O

n Thursday, May 14, th e
Matlovich Society celebrates its
first annive rsary in style with a
party, perfonnance, and reception catered
by Barbara's Kitchen at the Portland Public
Library Auditorium. Diana Hansen and
Pixie Lauer highlight the evening with a
rhythm and blues style perfomiance accentuated by vocals, keyboard, 12-string
guitar, and mandolin .
In an interview with Ron McClinton,
the founder of Matlovich, it was clear that
this is one party he does not plan to miss.
It's a time to share the success of the
Society, and the sense of empowennent
that has evolved from the various lectures
and discussions that the Matlovich Society
has sponsored. The original_goal of the
Matlm,i.ch Society, stated in the initial calendar of events, read:
'W e wanttoidentifyourgayandlesbian
achievers and utilize this information to provide ourselves with a positive sense ofhistory
and community. We want to educate ourselves and the public regm-ding gay and lesbian accomplishments, thereby ·effecting
changes in at;titudes. TI1ese attitude changes
will then result in justice for homosexuals, i.e.
societal acceptance and equal rights."
The year has fulfilled that purpose.
Leaders in the arts, politics, education ,
social welfare, medicine, religion, and lit- ·
erature have brought their vision for the
future, along with stories of many hardfought battles. They have talked of the
difficulties, but they have also brought
with them a determination to survive, to
prevail, and to revere life. Barney Frank,
Tim McFeeley, John Greenberg, Becky
Birtha, and local leaders such as Marjorie
Love, Lois Reckitt, Gerry Talbot, and John
Holverson have provided us with a sense
of detennination, sensitivity and direction. They have given us a sense of pride
in their accomplishments and a sense of
pride in ourselves in tenns of what they believe we can accomplish individually,
and as a community.
Now it's time to celebrate! It's also the
birthday of Matlovich founde r Ron
McClinton. In spite ofAIDS, he's spirited
and convinced that all of us have reason to
celebrate and he's dedicating the rest of
his life to that goal.•

• \\!'hat is fundamental to the Christian
message? Are the intentions and actions of
groups opposed to equal civil rights for
Gays, Lesbians, and Bisexuals in keeping
with this message?
• What did Christ seek to do? Is his
vision and mission expanded or diminished
by efforts targeted at discrimination against
minori.ties?
We might point out that:
• Christ came to liberate. These actions
oppress. Christianity concerns itself with
inclusion. This is about exclusion.
• Christ called us not to judge. Here
we're called to judge.
Groups opposing civil rights often
speak of the need to "maintain morality".
How can lawmakers be called to maintain
morality, when it has yet to be attained?
Doesn't the concept of morality connote
the elements of truth and justice? Where
lies tmth in perpetuation of myths about
minorities? What is just about
discrimination against anyone?
Is what's really at stake the
preservation of morality?
Aren 't we really talking about
maintaining the status quo? Inequality for
some in a land promising equality for all?
Isn't this really about sustaining
oppression? About some maintaining their
place in society by marginalizing or
excluding others from society?
· Tlh.ese are complex questions. Perhaps
that's part of the problem, for when one

Matlovlch Anniversary Party

May 14, 1992• 7:30 p.m.
Portland Public Library Auditorium
5 Monument Square
Portland, Maine
Admission is free
Donations are accepted to continue
the tradition of quality programs.
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deals with a fundamentalist pe rspective to
anything, in cludin g re li gion , on e
encounte rs a limited perspective.
Some time ago, there was a popu.hubumper sticker quipping: "God said it. I
believe it. That settles it!". Clearly, a
resolute, concise state me nt. Pote ntially an
ignorant , e liti st a nd d isc riminatory
perspective.
At best, it is a message loaded with
assumption. Assumption that what we've
received about God has come from God
and has not been subject to the pe rceptions,
motivations, and expe,ie nces of those
relaying the messages. Assumption that
we have been freed of bias, limitation or
perspective in receiving the message .
Unintentional ignorance.
Atworst, the message has been altered
or tainted, yet still imparted as "truth", in
an effort to sustain misinformation -about
and discrimination against the oppressed,
while maintaining the status guo and
privilege for others.
Either way, it's old news . The story's
already been published, the song recorded,
the movie made.
The story's a history ofdiscrimination.
Similar to that expe rie nced by AfroAmerican's Asians, Hispanics, and other
minorities in this country.
The song's a ballad of the struggle for
legitimization and equality. It's ben sung
by women, the physically and e motionally
challenged, and all disenfranchised in
America.
The movie's set in a land promising
liberty and justice for all, but delive ring
neithertoany. It co-stars the homeless, the
poor, the elderly and a host of others too
numerous to mention here.
No , the re 's nothing new about
discrimination, ornovel in oppression. The
Israelites were forced out of Egypt. Jesus
Christ was crucified. The ..-Jews were
exterminated. Martin Luther King,Jr. was
assassinated.
Likewise, hope is not foreign to history.
Moses, considered different by virtue of
his deafness, led his people to freedom.
Christ's message of love and justice lives
on. Anne Frank and Victor Frankel point
to meaning and hope admistthe Holocaust.
Mother Theresa feeds the starving.
Hope lives, and calls us to action .
Malcolm X shared 'Why We Can't Wait."
Martin Luther King, Jr. , declared "I Have
A Dream". Both were activists and both
were assassinated . Action can be
dangerous. Yet without action , the seeds of
hope yield no fruit. Hunger goes unfed.
Thirst is not quenched. Discrimination
goes unchecked. Oppression prevails.
We have the potential to lead like
Moses, to teach as Christ, to hold the
inspiration of Anne Frank, to offer food as
Mother Theresa. We can hold the hope of
Malcolm Xand the vision of Martin Luther
King, Jr. We can take the same actions. We
will risk the same fate, but may truly do so
"in the name of God.'W
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Of Busses, Bush
and Balls

News
HAPPY GAYS ARE HERE AGAIN

A Photo Essay by Cathy Gallagher,
with Narrative by Elizabeth Lucy
Th e Apri l 5th March for Wom e n 's Lives brought
be twee n ,5 00 ,000 and 800 ,000 peopl e toge th e r in Washington , DC , to send a numb e r of message to you-knowwho in th e White Hous e and you-know-who-all-els e in
th e Capitol, re garding women 's reproductive freedom
and th e incre asing lack th e reo f' in this country. Th e
le ngth and bre adth of th e libe ral/radical political platform was represente d by sig•1s, posters , fl ye rs and co ntinge nts of p eopl e from Wisconsin to Tennessee· and
California to Main e .
Ye s, we we re there, five busloads of us haviJ1g trave ll ed thirtee n or more hours through th e night so we ' d
b e fre sh for the March. A giant banner showe d our state's
"gag" rule which censors workers at federally-funded'
health facilities by forbidding them to even mention
abortion as a reproductive option for their patients. The
most striking of these occurred in front of th e White
House , where marchers lobb ed tennis balls onto the
White House lawn over th e heads of slightly dazed looking security and grounds people (all men, from what I
cou ld see ). It seems to me there must have bee n some
specific pun intended h e re, but I'm not certain what it
wou ld be. The balls had words like "privacy", "religion ",
and "choice" in scribed on them with magic marker. YOU
figure it out.
The bus ride was no picnic, especially at 3:00 am, and
the weather was fair but cold, due to a strong wind. In
prese nce along with "Grandmas for Choice", "Future
Vote rs for Choice" (possibly som e of th e ir grandkids?) ,
. pro-choice Ca tholics , Republicans , pagans , and (of
course) Unitarians-Universalists. Th e rive r of ma rchers
ex te nded at one pont from the Ellips e all th e way down
Pe nnsylvania Avenu e to th e Capitol , and th e crowd fill e d
th e e ntire half of th e mall by th e e nd of th e rall y. It is
always an amazing exp e ri e nce to beco me part o f a huge,
slowly flowin g crowd of humans , or to ste p aside and
watch th e unified mass glide past ; it makes one wonder
that p e rhaps th e American public as a whol e is not the
- foolish e ntity our lawmake rs so ofte n mistake it for.
Many people, including a group of medical practitioners, found ways to protest th e recently implemented
plain fact , marching for our rights - while exciting - is
tires ome and complete ly blows one 's weekend and sleep
patte rns. I , for one , will continue to do it , and enjoy the
creativity and good humor that marchers put into th eir
ve ry serious protest , until lawmake rs take th e hint and
(dare I say it?) ge t on th e ball. ..

AMILY
FPRACTICE
GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O.
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Adult I Pediatric Medicine
Office Gynecology
Manipulation
Preventa,tive Medicine

Walk-In and by Appointment
222 St. John St, Suite #322
Portland, Maine

Ann Landers asked. More than
75,000 lesbian and gays answered-and
it seems that yes, we're glad we're gay.
· Landers in her March 8 column asked
gays and lesbians to send her a ~stcard
ana let her _know whether or not they're
glad they are gay. Readers were asked to
write 'Yes, I'm glad I'm gay,• or 'No, I
would rather be straight.•
In her copyrightecJ column, scheduled
to run in newsP.<Jpers across the U.S. on
April 26, Lancers will report that she
received 75,875 resronses to her
que~ volume of mai she refers to as.
•astonishing.• Of the responses Landers
received, 30 to 1 replied with 'Yes, I'm
glad I'm gay.•
•The most important thing this is
saying to America is that there are gays
and lesbians who feel good about being
gay,• said Jay Segal, an openly gox
Center City licensed psychologist. 'All of
these positive responses can serve as o
positive role model to gays and lesbians
who might be struggling with their
sexuality:•
Kathryn Searcy, a spokeswoman for
Creators Syndicate, the organization that
syndicates Landers' column nationally,
said this question 9.eneroted the second
highest response of any ·ever asked of
readers in Landers' columns.

DC LEGALIZES GAY PARTNERSHIPS

Gay and lesbian couples in
Washington, D.C., may now register
their relationshii:>s with the city and gays
who work for the city may place their
lovers on the city health-insurance IJOlicy.
District of Columbia Mayor Sharon
Pratt Kelly signed what is formally called
•the Health Care Benefits Expansion Act
of 1992' on April 15. In addition to gay
lovers, the domestic-partnership measure
extends to other unmarried couples that
live together in a •mutually caring, ...
committed . . . family relationship/
including such pairings as heterosexual
lovers, a father and adult son or two
elderly heterosexual women.
The law requires hospitals to
recognize registered domestic partners as
family and allows city employees time off
to care for a sick partner. It offers tax
breaks to private companies that insure
employees' domestic partners.
.
The City Council passed the measure
April 7 by a vote of _10-1 with two
abstentions. There was a flurry of lastminute opIJosition from fundamentalist
Christian clergy and Catholic leaders,
who are now demanding that Congress
overturn the law-a power Congress hos.
over D.C., which is a federal district.

Review by
Karen Emerson
for Our Paper.
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National
HOSPITAL ORDERED
TO HIRE H.1.V WORKER

The Department of Health and
Human Services has. ordered a New York
hospital to hire an Hiv-positive health
care worker or forfeit its $107 million in
Federal financing . The hospital,
Westchester Medical Center, had been
involved in a lengthy dispute with state
and Federal officials over restrictions it
s_ought to impose on a pharmacist who
applied for a position at the hospital. The
hospital was willing to hire the
pharmacist, identified as John ·Doe in the
court papers, but on the condition that he
not prepare intravenous solutions.
Evan Wolfson a lawyer for the
Lambda Legal De(ense and Education
Fund, said, "I th ink it's appropriate that
the judge ordered the strongest possible
sanction because HIV discri mination is
most fr ightening when it's done by a
hospital. • The hospital argues that even if
the pharmacist were following universal
precautions, there would still be a
possibility of inadvertent transmission .
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STRAIGHT & NARROW,

.

continued from page 8

Event:

.. I uncl!'rstancl. \ \11 • ar!' a fa111ih. \ \'!'
ha\'!' a hous!', two cars, two cats, a111.I goldfl sh."
T h!'r!' was so1111· had.·w,t~h and sputte r as tl w voice 011 th!' oth!'r !'ncl o f tll!'
phone fo ught for co11trol. I co11lcl ll!'a r th!'
Bigot c hu rn ing ll!'n!'ath th!' su rfac!', ll11stl' red. trvi11gtospit o11twords lik!' "qrl!'('l'S... ,
··hrnnos". de., whil!' th!' Ex!'ctt tin· was
trying to ,wt cn'r1/e r111 i11 cirll'11f hv rl'p!'ating O\'!'r and ovl'r that I wo11ld hm·1· to
p resent a valid Main!' w!'dd i11g lic1·ns< ·.
And altho11g h W<-' didn 't hang 11p rn1 <·ach
otlwr. we· might as well ha, 1·.
I sat the n · with 111, · hand wc ldl'd in
angl' r to th!' rl'c!'iv!'r. i'co11 ld j11st pict11r!'
this g11\' in h is offic1• 11~th his hand on his
reccin'r, thinking, ··why do rn1 1 p!'opl!'
kcc•p rni11ing 1(1\' h!'t<'n>S!'.\l lal elm· \\~th
vo11rflagranti1111noral dc111ands? Yrn,1 know
we drni't wan t ,·rn1r kind! "
··Doesn't. this g11v r!'ali z!' that tll('
YMCA is a rcg11 larj11ngle 1-,"111 l<Jr ll'shia11s
and gays?" l tho11ght. Ifs lih· a co11nt!'rc11ltme ant farm wit h l'ree W!'ights. Look
in any roorn and th!'n:' ar!' q11<'l' rs on th!'
na11ti l11s, on that down hi ll sJ..iing 111achi 1H'.
in the swimm ing pools, worki ng 011 t on th!'
stair-steppe rs . T hev are 1·vc· rvwl1!'re. T IH·
place is crawling with them. I f't lie gay and
lesbi an pop11lation o f Anwi_ica stopped
going to the YMCAs and YWCAs the reve nue loss would go clown in Y' history
books as the vear they had to downsiz!' to
lower case le-tters. .
At tl rst I figured , ·'J11st t1y and kee p
me on t!" Maybe if I re fi1sed to go awa~'
they would have to accept me soone r or
later. Or, maybe I wou ld j11st e nd 11p gh~ ng
$400 yearly to a man who had insu lted me
and my p artner. Yeitr after year 1 wo1 1ld he
suppo1ti ng an orgac ization that gave me .
the o ffi cial "we don't wan t any hu 11hle ,"
the state me nt that always seems to come
across more ,L~ a veiled th re at than a di plomatic gestu re.
~
Going to the YMCA d id n't seem as
much fim afte r that. I stoppe d swimming
altogethe r. Exercise wasn't even necessary as I fou n<l that my blood p ress11 re and
my heart rate increase d j ust by ente 1i ng
the bui ldi ng. It w,t~n 't long after that 1
foun <l myself depressed , and called the
YMCA , canceling my me mbe rshi p.
All I ccml<l ask w.t~, "w hy <lo yo u
people keep ruini ng my lesbian <lay with
your flagrant immoral de mands?"•

Tim~:
Date:
Location:

= - -- - - - - - - - - - -

Contact:
Instructions, notes: - -- -- - - - -

L c.. 111,.i.-1 ... S11 i1•. [, 111,1i/ In ~)ur l'n11r r •

I'.( J. /l.. , .- l ~. l', •1U,111.I .~
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Global
BRITISH ISLE STRIKES DOWN
BAN ON GAY SEX

. L:egislators on the Isle of Mon have
voted to overturn the island's law banning
gay ~x, bringing the British ·deQendency
into fine with most of the rest of western
'
Europe.
·I
legislators in parliament's 24-member
ICN1er ~ouse voted 13 to 11 March 31 to
permit homosexual acts between
consenting male adults in private. The
measure is expected to gain formal
approval in parliament's upper house next
week.
·
The island's parliament had voted
twice in the last five years to maintain
the island's law banning gay sex. The law
provides for up to life in jail for violators,
but most were only fined.
Opponents claimed removing the
ban would increase homosexuality and
the spread of AIDS.
Gay activists, who campaigned for
the change for two years, celeorated in
the capital of Douglas on March 31 .
"This is a big step into the 20th
century. All we have been asking for is
privacy in our own homes,• saia Alan
Shea, spokesman for the Isle of Man Gay
Group.
The group accused police of
harassment when, earlier this year, 21
men were arrested and charged under
the ·ban with gross indecency.

Support
Those
. Who
Support
Us.

NAKED LUNCH
MEETING VENUS
IDGH HEELS
OVERSEAS
SHADOW AND FOGS
35 UP
HEAR MY SONG
THE INNER CIRCLE
THE DOUBLE LIFE OF VERONIQUE
ROADSIDE PROPHETS
Waterville

~b-~~r;c

873-6526

Thank you for supporting
OUR Advertisers.
FoR OuR COMMUNITY

LEGAL SERVICES

CRYSTALS AND
MAGICAL G IFTS

MILES

D.

•

Domestic Partnership Agreements and Dissolutions

•

Wills, Living Wills, Powers of Attorney

•

Real Estate

•

FamilyLaw

•

Civil and Crimin al Trials

BRENDA M. BUCHANAN

FRIEDEN

Attorneys at Law

16 McKown Street
Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538
(207) 633-4992

14 T May 1992

Apr. 24 - May 2
May 1 - 7
May 8 -14
May 12 - 14
May 15 - 21
May 19 - 21
May 22 - 28
May 26 - 28
May 29 - June 4
May 29 - June 4

P.O. Bo,c 331
Searsport, Maine. 04974
207 -548-6689
Aproinunl!nts Arrang~d St;th:widl!
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BREAKING GLASS

continued from page 9

to Find a word which will de fin e: The Community, or a won.I which ,viii provide me
with a prope rexte m cJ nameplate. Instead,
rm looking intemally at my in<lividuality
and e motions, trying to avoid a convenient
box into which I c:an hJI and hml comfort.
Like a teenage r, I can 't ac:c:ept the patte rns
and struc:tu res of a more wizened persons
without first fl exing my words to challenge
the syste m an<l ve nt my c:on fusion. Less
volatile folks, like a <li He rent generation ,
h,ive al ready found some answe rs arid wish
we kids would just accept the m and stop
hissing. I need to fuss .
Were Lany and I wrong to try to Find
a better wo rd when we we re unsatisfied
,vith dating gi rls? No, we we re just trying
to redefine our expe riences, hoping that
we could somehow make sense of it ,Jl.
Simi larly, ,L~ I continue to come out, I
sometimes call myself queer. I don 't expect this label by itself to help cure soc:i,J
ills, but instead it is a tool through which I
can see myselfin adifle rent light, manipulate my self~image, and work toward inte rnal healing which is so ve ry necessary
be fore I take on the world.•

PRE-REGISTRATION
T INFORMATION
Ma ine lesbian & Gay men's Symposium XIX
Friday-Monday, May 22-25, 1992 University of Maine at Presque Isle
mailing address: POB 990, Caribou, ME Q.4736 USA.,. 207.498-2088 TDDNoice

T MAINE LESBIAN & GAYMEN'S
SYMPOSIUM XIX
Our state's nineteenth annual gathering ~ Memorial Day
weekend, Friday-Monday, May 22-25, 1992 on the Presque
Isle campus of the University of Maine. This yea~s hosts are the
men and women of Northern Lambda Nord, the gay-lesbianbisexual organization which serves the four counties of
Aroostook (Maine), Madawaska, Victoria, and Carleton (New
Brunswick).

T

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

T PICK-A-PLAN
To simplify registration, you have five choices:
PLAN A - "The Full Package" is three nights lodging, five
meals, and registration, all for S89 (requires !45 nonrefundable deposit).

PLAN B. Two nights lodging, five meals, and registration for
S75 (requires 135 non-refundable deposit).
PLAN C - One night lodging, four meals, and registration for
S60 (requires BO non-refundable deposit).
PLAN D - Includes five meals plus your registration for SSO
(requires 125 non-refundable deposit).

Hon. DAVID SCONDRAS, openly gay .
Boston Crty Councilor
Ms. ANN E BISHOP, Nova Scotia activist

PLANE - Registration only, S1 8; no deposit r'eQuired.

T LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

A limited number of reduced-price plans are available
for limited-income persons who wish to work in exchange for fees; students are especially encouraged to
apply. Please write TODAYfor further details.

TOM WILSON-WEINBERG and
LISA JOY BERNSTEIN, cabaret entertainers
DIANA HANSEN &: PIXIE LAUER,
folk-pop duo
MARTIN SWINGER, folksi nger

T WORK EXCHANGE

T SPECIAL GET-TO-KNOW-YOU

SCAVENGER HUNT

will

There
be a special scavenger Friday evening and
Saturday morning, to meet other Symposium participants. This hunt asks for signatures of registrants according to a list of certain requirements. In oroer for the
Symposium Committee to put together the varied list of
items on the scavenger hunt, registrants are asked to fill in
the short questionnaire on the registration fonm.

T SEND IN YOUR

PRE-REGISTRATION TODAY

SPACE IS LIMITED in the dormitory. We cannot
guarantee housing on the UMPIcampus unless we receive
your reservations .

DONT DELAY! REGISTER TODAY!

T SPECIAL EVENTS

Our Paper is

subscribe
your paper
k e.e p us strong

subscribe
we'll keep you

subscribe

T WORKSHOPS

P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 04104

CANCER
SCREENING CLINIC
for Women Attending Symposium XIX

Avariety of discussions and presentation topics: Being out in
the workplace, Parenting, Running for public office, Legal and
health issues, Bisexuality, Our history, Relationships, and more.

T

HOUSING

Donmitory rooms available on campus; all double occupancy,
with linen, blanke~ pillow, and towel provided. HOUSING
SPACE IS LIMITED, first come, first served. Guarantee rtservatiom for hwsing

T MEALS
The FULL MEAL PLAN includes Saturdafs breakfa~ lunch,
and buffet supper, plus Sundaf sbrunchandevening barbeque.
All menus include both meat and vegetarian selections.
Reservations for meo/ tickets MUST be received

T CHILD CARE

informed!

•

T ACTIVITIES
Aweekend of workshops, discussions, films, dancing, game,,
new friends, meeting old acquaintenances, and lots of fun'

subscribe

-.

First Symposium Mixed Doubles (Butch/Femme)
TEN NIS TOURNAMENT
Second Annual Symposium
LIP-SY NC & VOGUEI NG CONTEST
Display of THE QUILT, presented by
the Names Project/Maine

Free child care available (ages 2 1/2 and older) but
requests MUST be received .

Sunday, May 24
1 :00 - 4:00 pm
on site at the
University of Maine, Presque Isle
We will offer breast exam, pelvic exam ,
pap smear, referrals , education ,
resource information.

Y REGISTRATION

•

Your registration fee includes admission to all events: workshops, panel discussion, films, clances, and entertainment
Housing and meals are not included in the registration fee .

These services will be provided
by women from:

Mabel Wadsworth
Women's Health Center (Bangor)
ACAP Family Planning (Presque Isle)
There is no charge for this clinic, but your

DONATIONS ARE
WELCOME

LOVE
SAFELY
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KAREN M0LVIG . Ps y. D .
. Clinical Psyc hologist . Lict' nsed
CECILIA LELAND. L.C.S .W.
Lice nsed Clinica l Social Worke r

LAUREL MORAN
EXPRESSIVE SOUND
AND BODYWORK

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Thomas E. Graham

Imh •id ua l. Couples . G roups

HEALING FACILITATOR

582-1559

(207) 799-1411

PO BOX 1084
DAMARISCOTTA. MAINE 04543

Gardin e r , ME 04345

103 Brunswick Avenue

(207) 563 -1668

Specializing in Chronic and Serious Illness

Norma Kraus Eule,

MSW, LCSW

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
PSYCHOTHERAPY
Individual & Group

1O Minot Avenue
Auburn, Maine 04210

784-8747

775-6598
Bod ywork to balance fife energies
for healing & well-being

F amilies ·

roOct

207- 775-1849

VICTORIA ZAVASNIK, Ph.D.

al C ohol

Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor

Willow Femmechild, R.N.
Portland, Maine

ab U se
Back Cove Counseling Center
527 Ocean Avenue
Portland. Maine 04103

S exuality

142 High Street . Suit e 318
Port lan d. ME 04 101

Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW

(207) 874-2932

Li cense d Clinical Social Worker
Recove ry Iss ues
Women 's Iss ue s
Sexual Abuse
Treatment

Individual . Couple
Group, Family
Psychotherapy
·-=

Therapeutic Massage
For Women

Lisa S. Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T.

,_

Couple Counseling
Individual and Group Therapy

· - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- ~·~

r.

:

,

~!twomensgace
I'

(207) 775-7927

(f'•)•
O

2.12 St. John Strccl. Su.ite 220. Portland . ME 04102

Melissa Oliphant
Licensed Massage Therapist

,l
~

Portland, Maine

COUNSELING CENTER

Joanne H. Clarey, Ed.D.
Vivian Wadas, M.A.
(207) 871-0377

(207) 879-1572

BETH KOEHLER

~

h7

757 Congress Street• Portland, Maine 0410~___J
Sl iding Scale

Licensed Massage Therapist
Certified Polorit1,J Therapist / / ~

Walk in Balance with Life
Kimball Health Center

333 Lincoln St.
Saco, ME

04072

'

/

For Appointment Coll

284-9594

~BELLVILLE
COUNSELING

A 5 5 0 C IAT E 5

OF MAINE
We are a group of therapists who specialize in individual therapy,
couples counseling, addictions, co-dependency, ACOA and
alcohol-related issues.
You are a lesbian or a gay man who wants to work on emotional,
sexual or relationship issues in a safe environment.
Call us. We are here to help. Insurance
reimbursable by most companies.
For further information: (207) 729-8727

lB

8 Sronwood Srreer. P.O. Dox 186, Drun.swick. ME 04011-0186 (207) 729-8727

"
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Our Paper T

Classifieds
CENTRAL MAINE AREA LESBIAN, professional,
mid-40's, who likes outdoor activities, movies,
poetry, being physically active. Warm, caring,
honest, and sensual; seeking 40-50 year-old
lesbian with similar interests who is emotionally
healthy for friendship and possible relationship .
Write to Advertiser# 512, c/o Our Paper, P.O.
Box 737, Portland. ME 04104. (PA5)

How do I write a personal Ad?
Let your imagination run wild!
Wrong: Middle-age, m iddle of the road COllE;ction
agency worker voted most likely to "Get the Dough. "
Looking for som eone who pays her bills on time . .
Write: Motivational engineer just hitting the prime
of her life has decided that a relationship is long
overdue! Sparkling conversationalist, people have
been known to pay for the pleasure of an occasional
call from me! I'll teach you the FAX of life!
Our Paper Offers Free Personal Ads in April!

12 - MISCELLANEOUS
ADVOCATES FOR POOR AND HOMELESS
SEEK VEHICLE Make monthly payments or
donation. Cash donations also welcomed.
Hospitality House Inc., P.O. Box 62, Hinckley,
ME 04944. 207-453-2986. (PA 5)

16 -APARTMENT TO SHARE
OR RENT
WE'D LIKE FAMILY NEXT DOOR The
renovations are almost done. Two bedroom
townhouse-style apa_r:tment with heat and hot
water in Hallowell. $400/mo. and deposit. Call
Dan or Harold at 207-623-8383. (PA5)
IN-TOWN SACO, 6 rooms, two bedrooms,
parking, stove, refrigerator, w/d hookup.
Mature, quiet, non-smoking gay or lesbian
couple preferred. $425.+. Call 283-0773 and
leave message. (PA5l

WEUS HOUSE TO SHARE - 3 BEDROOM, 2
BATHS GM looking for responsible M/F to
share home. Must like quiet country setting ,
dog, and cat. $275/mo., includes utilities;
washer/dryer. Call 646-4178.(PAG)
AUBURN, ME - ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTFORRENT, available immediately.
Call 783-2557evenings. (PA5)

GM SEEKS SAME TO SHARE HOUSE NEAR
OCEAN. Canoe, fish, and hike outside front
door. Bath area. $200. Will consider carpentry
work in lieu of rent. 371-2888. (PA5l
LESBIAN HOUSEMATE WANTED. Non-smoker
pref. Sabattus, ME. $220/month. 15 min. from
Bates College. 375-6278.(PA5)

20 - FEMALE PERSONALS

LF SEEKS WILD, CRAZY, SENSUOUS DYKE
with an attitude for intimate rendezvous. Enjoy
toys, sexual positions of all kinds, and high
impact naked sports. If you can handle this,
then maybe you can handle this 22 yr. old
Spanish, green-eyed hot tamale. Photo? Write
P.O. Box 9715-274, Portland, ME
04104.
(PA5)

HERE IT IS ... MY RRST PERSONAL AD. We
haven't met so far in this life, so it's time to
advertise. I am 33, an educator, musician, artist,
and environmentalist. I am grounded after copiloting my last codependent relationship. I like
beautiful women inside and out who have a
strong sense of identity and don't fear
expressing feelings. I love Maine and
mammals, movies and metaphors. It's not so
much what you do, it's who you are that's
important to me. I appreciate the time it takes
to get to know a person so don't worry about
selling yourself like I'm trying to do here. If it
feels right, respond. Write to Advertiser # 511,
c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME
04104. (PAS)
MOVE TO HAWAII with an attractive 30something professional man. Looking for a
warm, loving, committed relationship with a
slim, attractive, bisexual femme who will have
me as her only man and also keep herself
emotionally and sexually fulfilled with womyn.
(!'II be away about half the time.) Seeking a
mate, not a mistress, and ideally a genuine
menage a trois -a household of three -with lots
of womyn friends. (Please, no drugs/alcohol/
legal/other crises.) I'm very liberal, feminist,
pro-gay (but hetero) and love to massage,
tickle, and otherwise pleasurably stimulate
womyn, especially with a little help from our
friends. Seriously, I need womyns' company,
trust, friendship , and affection -plus an escape
from men and hetero/bi/homophobic people.
I'm healthy and HIV negative, not wealthy
($50,000/yr) but financially secure, certainly not
wise but smart enough to know it. Love to hear
from you . Gary. 1115 Sartori Ave., Box 217,
Torrance, CA 90501-2226,310- 515-3347lPA5)
GWF WANTS A LIFETIME COMMITMENT. If
you 're not into the bar scene and head games
I'm the one for you . I enjoy dancing, intellectual
conversation and a good sense of humor. I'm
attractive, down to earth, and in my early 30's.
I'm looking for the same, 25-40. I never thought
I'd run an ad, but I believe my match is out
there somewhere. Write to Advertiser# 309, c/o
Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland , ME 04104.
(PA5)

GWF, 30-SOMETHIN~ feminine, attractive,
professional lesbian looking for same to begin
as a friendship and enjoy the better things in
life with common goals. Write to Advertiser#
510, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME
04104. (PA5)

NEW TO AREA:
DOVER, SEBEK, MILO.
Lesbian couple, one a typical homebody like
swimming, children, and animals, other into
biking, cross-countryskiing, running. Looking to
meet other gay couples for long talks, picnics,
movies, just socializing and friendships. We'd
love to meet someone with similar interests that
would like to chill out in a homey, happy
atmosphere over a couple of drink, cheese and
crackers. We're into our late 30S and early 40S.
Not looking for sex, just friendships. Write to
Advertiser# 400, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737,
Portland, ME 04104. (PA5)
THIS IS MY RRST TIME placing an ad in this
· newspaper. GWF, early 30S, N/S, loves animals
and having fun . Are there any women out there
with 1.) an incredible personality, 2.) striking
looks, and 3.) a desire to meet the same? If
you're 25-40 and fit this description, write to
Advertiser# 410, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737,
Portland, ME 04104. (PA5)

Bl FEMALE WHO IS INVOLVED WITH FEMALES
IN HER LIFE but wants male in her life also.
Augusta area. She is clean, healthy; he also.
Write to Advertiser # 402, c/o Our Paper, P.O.
Box 737, Portland, ME 04104. (PA5)
SPRING STIRS AT lliE LOINS OF llilS
MOODY, BLOATED BITCH. I seek others like
myself. You: hate walks on the beach, gag at
romantic fireside evenings., crave chocolate at
that special time of the month. Me: Hysterical
Angry Girl. Box 5031, Portland, ME 04101 .
(PAS)

21 - MALE PERSONALS
APPUCATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED TO
DADDY'S SCHOOL OF BOY TRAINING Full
scholarship available if 18-25, healthy,
physically fit, athletic, and smooth. (No fats,
fems, drugs, HIV+.) Trainer is 30 year old exMarine, built, healthy, and athletic. For
consideration, mail letter, and photo if available,
stating you r qualifications to Advertiser # 501 ,
c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME
04104. (PA6)

GWM, 38, MOVING TO MAINE Looking to
correspond/meet intelligent, down to earth men
w ho are comfortable with themselves and have
a good sense of humor. I am 6'6", 190, hairy,
bearded, balding, and easy on the eyes. I am
very well travelled and read , with eclectic
interests: hiking, camping, Eastern thought,
philosophies, J. Campbell, food, films, good
conversation, and friends. So drop me a line;
who knows? Write to Advertiser # 502 , c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 04104.
(PA5)

SUMMER FUN!! 23 year-old looking for
friendship and fun in the sun. Write to
Advertiser# 509 , c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737,
Portland, ME 04104. (PA6)
BEARW.ANTEn Bi/G, 35-55,X-LG,beefy, hung,
hairy body. Aggressive and dominant. Need by:
Tall, bl/bl, 170 lb., athletic, 30-something boy.
Safe sex, separate lives. Write to Advertiser #
503, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME
04104. (PA5)
ROMANTIC GWM, 39 years old, 5' 10", brown
hair, blue eyes, 160 lbs. Seeks one-on-one
relationship with other GMs 21 - 35, blond hair,
blue eyes. Please send photo and phone
number. Write to Advertiser # 504 , c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 04104.
(PA5)

GWM, LATE20s, ATIRACTIVE; student/worker,
enjoys dancing, music, theatre (occasionally),
conversation, humor, sex, affection. Seeking
slightly
older 30-35 GWM, handsome,
intelligent, non-smokerfor dating and possible
companion. Write to Advertise, P.O. Box 964,
Dover, NH 03820-0964. Photos not necessary
but a plus. (PA5)
MILITARY MEN/POLICEMEN, UNIFORMS GWM, 28, 6'0" tall, 175 lbs., hairy, bearded, hot!
Seek active duty military men under 35 years of
age for hot times. Call 443-1582for great, hot,
sexy fun . (PA5)
EXcnlNG, YOUTHFUL MID-40s. Looking for
single friend(s) who are neither closeted nor
militant. Sense of humor a must, age not
important. I enjoy my home on the coast,
cooking, talking, walking on the shore and lots
more. Don't be afraid --this is my first ad ever - very curious. Write: Jim, P.O. Box 406,
Searsport, ME 04974 (PA6)
SOUTHERN HOSPITAUTY GWM, 28, 6', O",
hairy. I'll do anything for a laugh and a good
time! If you are a man (no queens or fats) call
443-1582: (PAS)
GENUINE PAINTER NEEDS MODELAND MORE
AMOUR! No other preconceptions. The
future: Art. Write to Advertiser # 401 , c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 04104.
(PA5)
SPERM DONOR/FAlliER SOUGHT by female
couple. We want to build a creative parenting
situation and are flexible. Any interested males?
Write to Advertiser# 403, c/o Our Paper, P.O.
Box 737. Portland. ME 04104. (PA5)

MUSCLE WRESTLING BO BODYBUILDER
FANTASY? Me too. Let's share. Am muscular,
safe and considerate. So. ME, but travel. Be frt,
healthy, level. Thin okay. Write to Advertiser #
405; c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME
04104. (PAS)
ARE YOU NEW TO THIS, ALSO? Spontaneous,
self-respecting, mature male seeks pen-pals maybe more? Enjoy hiking , biking, the ocean,
sailing. Write to Advertiser # 408, c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 04104.
(PA5)
GWM, 38, 5', 10-, 1-W., BR, HZ, MOUSTACHE.
Attractive, discrete, healthy. Caring, not into
fats, bars, or games. Seeks same for friendship/relationship . Send photo/phone number
to: P.O. Box 2004, Bangor, ME 04402. (PA5)

New, Hassle Free Personal & Business Ads! See Instructions Below!

.-----------------------------------------------------~
I Our Paper Classified Advertising .
I N a me
Address
I C ity
Sta t e_ _ Zip
I Ad Category
Number of Months _ _ __

1
I
I

_

I Do you wish an a dv ertise r number for mail to be forwarded to

I
I
I
I
I
I

1
1

D

you anonymously?0 Yes
No (Add $2)
First line p rint e d in b o ld letters u nless other wise spe cifi e d
Deadline: Third Monday of Each Mont h
Cost : $5.00 1-25 wor ds, $ 7 .00 25-50 words for per sonal ads
$7.00 1·25 words, $1 0.00 25-5 0 words forbusiness ads

Please Prin t

All classifieds must be p repaid p rior to publication. Ou r Paper accepts no liability for any reason for its fail ure to print an ad or for any errors appea ring beyond the cost of the advertisement. O ur
Paper reserves the right to edit or reject any ad. Mail completed form to Our Pa per • Classified Ad Dept., P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 04104.

I
I
I
I
I
I

L-----------------------------------------------------~
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More Classifieds . • ••
, MASTER SEEKS TRIM SLAVES FOR SERIOUS
S&M B&D SESSIONS in well-equipped
dungeon. Other tops welcome also. Roger, P.O.
_Box 1169 1 Sanford, ME 04073 (PAS)

-1

SEEK INFO ON MR. GAY MAINE CONTESTS
OR PAGEANTS OUT OF PORTI.AND. Limelight?
Underground? If you have any info, pix, video,
memorabilia, etc., would like to hear from you .
Especially interested in years 1985-1990. Will
pay for pix, video. Write to Advertiser # 409,
c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME
04104. (PA9)
GWM, 25, UA AREA, HEALTHY, SECURE,
DISCREET. Looking to meet similar 18-30 for
friendship, maybe more. Not into games. Write
to Advertiser # 406, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box
737, Portland, ME 04104. (PAS)
GWM, 40, 5' 8", 140 LBS., BR.-BR, no drugs.
Would like to meet other HIV+. We still need
somebody and love, too. Write to Advertiser #
407, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME
04104. (PAS)
GWM, CENTRALJMID-MAINEAREA I'm 40+,
not into bar scene. Seek relationship/friendship
with mature male. I enjoy quiet music,
moustaches, beach life. All replies will be
answered. Write to Advertiser# 411, c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 04104.
(PA5)
GWM, 37, SUM, LOOKING FOR SIMILARlYPE
from ? up to age 40 for occasional get
togethers. Not looking for a serious
relationships, but want someone to play with
once in a while. Safe-sexonly! Write and let me
know what your interests are and maybe we
can give each other a hand. Write to Advertiser
# 412, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland,
ME 04104. (PAS)
WHAT HAPPENS TO GAYS AND BI'S WHEN
THEY REACH m'n Join Bush's cabinet? This
ad may not work if I'm the only one around.
Me: mid-60s, 6', 215, and gaining (b)t.my own
choice), blue eyes, salVpepper hair, pot belly,
and small, uncut. You: Like me -Dirty Old Man
- almost anything goes - wild fantasies and a
feeling of living, caring, and cuddling. Can't get
it up like before but adequate with right guy.
Needless to say, jazz/class, good food and
conversation. If interested -and NOT under 60 write: Occupant, POB 412, Old Orchard Beach,
ME 04064. (PA5)
LONELY 24 YEAR OLD COLLEGE GRAD,
presently incarcerated and utterly miserable.
Would like to correspond with a mature man.
Age does not matter. Richard Deeds# 14946,
P.O. Box #208, Indian Springs, Nevada 89070.
(PAS)
SEX NOW, FRIENDSHIP LATER! Hot GWM, 34,
5" 10', 170, blk brd, hung, hairy chest, wild, fa/p, g-a/p, into light s&m, kink, tt, any safe
scenes. Hairy/bearded a plus. Discretion
assured. Write P.O. Box 224, Lisbon, ME 04250
(PAS)
OUTRAGEOUS MAN, creative, loving and
loveable, desires energetic, free spirited
youthful companion, bent on a creative life.
Write to Advertiser #500, c/o Our Paper, P.O.
Box 737, Portland, ME 04104. (PA5)
GWM, 23, 5'8", 150 LBS. Fun-loving grad
student is fishing the placid waters of Casco
Bay. Into Beethoven and Madonna, enjoys
Calvin & Hobbes and Camus. Happy being gay
and out. Seeking same sort, age 21-30, for
honest relationship. Write to Advertiser # 306,
c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME
04104. (PAS)

GWM, YOUNG, ACTIVE, ADVENTUROUS
looking for same 25 and under seeking casual
companion/friend. I'm into snowboarding, ww
kayaking, and other outdoor sports. Will teach.
Like someone sincere. No S&M . Not a sex ad.
Me: trim, fit, defined - You too. Like intimacy
and intensity. Playful, caring, and intelligent.
Write to Advertiser# 113, c/o Our Paper, P.O.
Box 737, Portland, ME 04104. (PA6)
CAREER ORIENTED BIWM, 31 , 5'8", 140 lbs.
Clean, discreet, & drug free. Enjoy NP French
and love Rec Grk. Seek healthy GM/GF & Bis.
Write Steve, P.O. Box 175, Oob, ME 04064.
(PA5)
MASTER SEEKS: SLAVE/LOVER/RENTER (1836). $285./mo. Private house. Kittery. Ron 4394680, 9-11 a.m. (PA5)
MEN MEETING MEN. Place your personal ad
free. Mail with SASE: MMM Inc., P.O. Box P(C),
Conway, NH 03818 (PA6)
IF YOU'VE GOT THE MONEY, l'VE GOT THE
TIME to devote to your most basic needs. Call
795-6584for intimate details. (PAS)
MASSAGE GIVEN BY A GWM, will help you
relax. I also have given to straight guys. Call
795-0984, 7 am - 7 pm please. (PA 3)

29- RESTAURANTS
THE GOOD EGG CAFE, 705 Congress St.,
Portland, Maine • 207-773-0801. "Portland's
best breakfast," CBW 1991 Reader's Poll.
PLANETS. 27 Fores) Avenue, Portland, Maine.
(207) 828-0112. Daily dinner and appetizer
specials. Random grazing for herbivores;
vegetarian meals in a bowl. Whole rock stock
pot; galaxy pizzeria. Beam in and join our
stellar staff for an enterprisingly good time.
KATAHDIN, Spring & High Street, Portland.
(207) 774-1740.Mon.-Thurs.:5 p.m. -10 p.m.
Fri. and Sat.: 5 p.m. -11 p.m. Bring yourseH,
your partner, your friends, and the family - but
most of all bring your appetite. You'll need it at
Katahdin, Portland's favorite new restaurant.

30 - HOTELS/INNS/
VACATION RENTALS
HOMESTEAD BED AND BREAKFAST, P.O. Box
508, Bar Harbor, Maine 04609, 207-288-9041.
On 3 1/2 acres near Acadia National Park. Jan
and Jessie, Innkeepers. (PA6)
HIGHLANDS INN - A LESBIAN PARADISE!
Charming 20-roominn on 100 scenic mountain
acres. Heated pool, hot tub, hiking/skiing trails,
yummy breakfasts, peace and privacy. Box
1180P, Bethlehem, NH 03574 (603) 869-3978.
Grace, Innkeeper. (PA1292)

38 - REAL ESTATE
JIM ROSE, REALTOR.Serving mid-coastMaine.
Warm, personal service. P.O. Box 528,
Searsport, ME 04974. Call for free brochures:
207-548-6548t)ome: 207-548-6117. (PA6)
SUSANNADEAU,REAL.ESTATEBROKER, P.O.
Box 586, Searsport, ME 04974 (207) 548-2280.
(PA5)

SAFER SEX AND DRUG USE GUIDELINES
These guide lines arc for a ll of us who are making decisi o ns a bout sexual act ivit y and
drug use in the mids t of the A IDS epide mic.
·
HIV is a virus widely tho ught to be a cause of A IDS. The high est co nce ntrati o ns of l llV
are found in blood a nd se men, so it 's importa nt 10 avoid a ny way in whi ch l llY -infcncd
blood or semen can get fro m one person 's body into another person 's bloods1rea111 .
.. Fucking (anal a nd vaginal) without a condom a nd s haring needles acco unt fo r a l1.n os1
all the documented cases of HIV transmission.
.. Oral sex without a condom or dental dam accounts fo r a very few documented cases
of HIV transmission .
.. Other ways of transmitting HIV that have not been documented hut whi ch cou ld he
theoretically risky include: fisting, finger fucking, rimming, deep kissinu, sharina0 unclea ned
dildos. The theory ~ere is that any way HIV-infected bodily fluids get r7-o m o ne pcrson into
another involves risk . For example, HIV could be transmitted if a person with a cut o n
their hand fistfucked their partner a nd caused bleeding in thei r rectum or vagina.
HOW TO PLAY SAFER
Only you can decide what risks you are willing to ta ke . Some people use safer sex
practices with all their partners. Other people make decisio ns abou t the risks th ey arc
willing to take based o n their own a nd their partners' sexual and drug use history and/or
HIV status. People also make decisions based on how comfortable they feel nego tiating
safer sex in any particular si tuation. If you and your partner have no t ta lked about past
practices and / or HIV status, don 't make assumptions. (For example. 111any lesbi a ns have
had unprotected intercourse with a ma n in the last ten years.)
.. Use a condom when fucking. On the condoms, use water-based lubrica nts like KY.
Oil-based lubrican ts like Crisco, Vaseline, and bahy oil may make condoms break.
... Use a condom when sucking dick if your partner is going to come in your mouth . If
HIV~infected cum or pre-cum gets in your mouth, it may get in your hloods tream th rough
cuts m your gums or sores in your mouth .
.. Use dental dams (latex squares) when going down on a woma n if she is having her
period or has a vaginal infection. Menstrual blood a nd secretions from vagina l infectio ns
have more HIV than healthy vaginal secretio_ns or urine. No information has been gathered
about the concentration of HIV in "fe male ejaculate."
.. Use latex gloves for fisting or finger-fucking if you have a ny sores or cuts o n yo ur
hands.
.. Keep semen and blood (including menstrua l blood and b lood drawn from piercing,
cutting, or shaving) out of your vagina, a nus, mouth, or breaks in your skin.
.. If you sha re dildos, vibrators, or ot her sex toys, use a new co ndom each 1i,111c , o r
clean toys with hydrogen peroxide or soap and water.
.. Alternative insemination may put you at risk. Discuss this risk with potential donors
or sperm banks.
.. Massage, hugging, dirty talk, role-playing, masturbation (solo , with a partner, in a
group) and other activities that don't let blood or semen into your bloodstream are safe.
.. Alcohol, poppers, or other drugs may lower your ability to make good decisions.
Many people have reported that they have been unable 10 mai ntain safer sex p rac tices a fter
getting high.
.. Good nutrition, lots of rest , exercise, and nonabuse of alcohol a nd o ther drugs may
help you fight all illnesses, including AIDS.
INTRAVENOUS DRUG USE
.. Don 't share works (needles, syringes, droppers, spoons, co tt o ns, o r cookers)!
.. If you must share or re-use works, clean them before a nd after eac h inject.ion as
follows: dip need le and works into bleach, draw up a nd release three tim es. dip needle and
works into fresh water, draw up and release three times. In a n emergency. rubbing alcoho l
or vodka can be used instead of bleach, or you can boil works that are n't plas tic in water
for at least 15 minutes. (Use a fresh solution each time you clean you r works.)
-

MAINER ESOURCE NUMBERS

AIDS Line: 207-775-1267 or 800-851-AIDS
AIDS Project, The, Portland, ME: 207-774-6877
AIDS Support Group, Bath, ME: 207-725-4955
Androscoggin Valley AIDS Coalition, Lewisto n, ME: 207-795-4029
Augusta Arca 1-IlV+ Support Group, Gardiner, ME: 207-777-1701 (Steve) o r
207-371-2147 (Cecilia)
Down F.ast AIDS Network (DI.lAN), Blue Hill , ME: 207-326-8580 (Tracy)
Gay Men's Health Crisis (GMHC), New York: 212-807-6655
Maine Health Foundation: 207-773-3564
Menymeeting AIDS Support Services, Brunswick, ME: 207-725-4955
National AIDS Hotline: 1-800-342-7514
National Minority AIDS Council (NMAC), Washington, DC: 202-544-1076
Rumford/Mexico Area AIDS Support Group: 207-3369-0259
Support Group for Women with AIDS, ARC, or who arc I IlV +,
Portland, ME: 207-774-6877
Waldo Knox AIDS Coalition, P.O. Box 956, Belfast , ME 04915: 207-338-1427
Women's AIDS Network, San Francisco: 415-864-4376

As the AIDS epidemic continues, it's up to each of us to act responsibly.

44 - AIDS/HIV COUNSELING
PWA COAUTION OF MAINE 337 Cumberland
.Ave:, _Portland. 773-8500.
THE NAMES PROJECT
Portland. 774-2198. ·

P.O. Box 4319,

RUMFORD/MEXICO AREA AIDS SUPPORT
GROUP c/o Co1TV11Unity Aids Awareness
Program, (207)369-0259. Group meets Monday
evenings at the Mexico Congregational Church
(the "Green Church') from 7:00 p.m. to 8:30

.m.

VIDEO PERSON
To work with teens at
one week summer camp
fo r kids and families
affected by AIDS.
Camp is late-summer, mid-coast.
Call Mitzi: 338-5889
or write
Camp Chrysalis
PO Box 992/Belfast, ME 0 4915
-

_J
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More Classifieds •••

HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING AND TESTING
Voluntary-Anonymous-Low Cost. The AIDS
Project offers trained counselors to answer your
questions and address concerns about possible
infection with Human Immunodeficiency Virus
(HIV). To schedule a counseling session call
(207) 774-6877 daily from 9:00 a.m. to noon
and 1:oo p.m. to 5:00 p.m.; Monday and
Wednesday evenings between 6:00 p.m. to 9:00
p.m. NOTE: Counseling and testing is done
by appointment only.

44 - CLUBS/BARS
SPORlMAN'SATHLETICCLUB, 2 Bates Street,
Lewiston, Maine 04240. Second .Floor Balcony
Bar and Dance Floor (207) 2251.
PAPA JOE'S, 80 Water Street, Augusta, Maine,
Tuesday-Saturday. 7-1 {207) 623-4041.
THE LIMELIGHT, 3 Spring Street, Portland.
(207) 773-3315.
81.ACKSTONE'S, 6 Pine Street, Portland. (207)
772-9244.
SIDETRAXX 34 Temple Street, Waterville, ME
(207) 873-5610. Open Wednesday - Sunday,
a:oo p.m.-1:ooa.m. A non-discriminatory bar.
THE. ALTERNATIVE; 1425
Lewiston. (207) 782-4242.

Lisbon

BELLVILLE COUNSELING ASSOCIATES OF
MAINE announcing groups with openings for
gay men dealing with co-dependency, ACOA,
sexual abuse and addiction issues; men and
women dealing with sex and love addiction
issues. a Stanwood Street, P.O. Box 186,
Brunswick, Maine
04011-0186. (207)
729-8727.

WANTED!

PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF LESBIANS AND
GAYS <PFLAG) P.O. Box 2080, Great Island,
Brunswick, ME 04011. (207) 729-9843, (207)
729-0519.

Sincere Gay Men for Serious Relationships

• Hear the voice personal ads of over 1000
gay men in your choice of over 100 areas.
• Select personals providing phone numbers,
voice mail replies, or both.
• Hear the newest personals played first, and
quickly skip past uninteresting personals.
• Register and record your own personal free
of charge on our 800 line.
• User-friendly instructions and prompts.

WOMEN SURVIVORSDISCUSSIONGROUP An
on-going, open and facilitated weekly women
survivors discussion group for adult women
survivors of childhood sexual abuse/incest is
now forming at WOMENSPACE COUNSELING
CENTER in Portland. Suggested sliding scale
fee is $7 -$10 per group meeting. For more
information call Vivian Wadas, M.A. at
871-0377.
f;7

1-800-333-6966
1-900-776-6966

-MAIL ORDER

SPEll.BOUND -GAY/OCCULT BOOKS AND
/MERCHANDISE. Catalog $2.00. sPELLBOLW P.O.
Box 156, W. Nottingham, NH 03291 . {PAS)

~~~n
~!(~\~

7

A Touch-Tone™ phone is required.
900 calls are limited to 25 minutes.

THE CHART. ROOM SALOON, 117 Spring
Street. Portland. {207) 774-9262.

WHAT'S YOUR TYPE?

69 - PHONE SERVICES
.

Street,

THE RIVERFRONT, 123 Franklin Street, Bangor,
M a i n e o 4 4 o 1 . · ( 2 o 7) 9 4 7 -1 2 1 3 .
Wednesday-Sunday7:00 p.in.-1 :00 a.m.

\

When prompted for an ad code enter 554.

CONNECTIONS U.SA -Talking Personals, 1900-407-390C($2/minute). Thousands of voice
ads. Dozens of categories. Hot dates and
friends. Phone numbers or Voicemail. Why
settle for less? Meet Americans or Cana(!ians, 1800-669-DATE($2/minute + .50servicecharge
per call.) Touch-Tone phone required; have
your VISAfMC ready.

708-991-0693 - Palatine, Illinois

'!'<>_u'~d him on

~NECTIONS USA
TALKING PERSONALS

1·900·407·3900
$2/min.-Must be 18

•
•
•
•
•

SABATOS 29 Forest Avenue (behind Zootz),
Portland. ME 04101 .

I

46 - POLITICAL GROUPS

Thousands of Voice Ads
Dozens of Categories
Dates and Friends
Phone Numbers OR Voicemail
WHY SETTLE FOR LESS?

I

Are you gay-and under-22 years old?

MAINE LESBIAN/GAY POLITICAL ALUANCE,
P.O. Box 232, Hallowell, ME 04347. We're
working for change . ·. . You can make it
happen!

OUTRIGHT

®
•

Gay owned and operated
Customer service
Info: (305) 565-4455
Ext: 2577

Portland Alliance of Gay & Lesbian Youth
PO Box 5028, Station A
Portland, Maine 04101

49 -ATTORNEYS/LAW

For more information, call Ingraham Volunteers.
Dial-INFO: 774-HELP (a 24-hour hotline)
·or ·
If you' re 19 or under, you can also call Dial-KIDS: 774-TALK
SUPPORT
SPECIAL EVENTS
FUN
INFORMATION

MILES 0. FRIEDEN, BRENDA BUCHANAN Legal
Services for Our Community. PO Box 331 Mt.
Ephraim Rd., Searsport, ME 04974.
(207) 548-6689.

58 - MUSIC

Our Paper
was made possible
by the following:

TUNES BY BILL Professional DJ; gayowned/gay-friendly. Private and public gigs,
Bangor-Portland area. Call 207-235-2305.
(PAS)

'When I found out I had

66 -COUNSELING

lilV at age 17, I learned that
I

IRENE COX, LICENSED CLINICAL SOCIAL
WORKER Psychotherapy for individuals,
couples, families. Evening and weekend
appointments available.
Insurance
Reimbursable. Fairfield, ME 207-453-4403.
(PAS}

anyone really can g-et it. Got i~"

Staff of Volunteers:
Tim Grover
Karen Emerson
Holly Valero
Lee Norton
Clif Lund-Rollins
Paul Lavin
Tyler White
Sue Lugli
Contributors for May:
Alan Stearns
BJ Broder
Ethan Green
Barbara Winthrop
Cathy Gallagher
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TICKET INFORMATION
Until Moy 22, tickets will be available by moil order
through Out & Out Productions. After Moy 22,
tickets will be available of the following outlets:
Amadeus, Drop Me A Line, The Whole Grocer
(all Portland locations), and Gulf of Moine Books
in Brunswick.

Ticket options available through
mail order until May 22

•

FRIDAY NIGHT PASS· $12.00*
(note: If we sell out Friday night tickets, we will
·
return your check)
SATURDAY/SUNDAY COMBINATION· $22.00*
* Please make out separate checks for Friday night
at $12 .00 and the Saturday/Sunday Combination
at $22.00.
Please moil to: Out & Out Productions, Box 7982,
Portland, ME 04112. MAKE All CHECKS PAYABLE TO: Out & Out Productions.

cket options available after

May22

·

s, Virgi

I

there is a Film restival and it's happening
the first weekend in June. Out & Out Productions presents the third annual Maine Lesbian
&Gay Film Festival. We are confident that
this year's ewnt builds on the quality and
range of lesbian and -gay·film and video of
pr:evious ~rs. We've orgonized a series of
informal facilitated discussions for viewers to
vent their reactions lo films/videos. We hope
lo creole an environment that allows for
process and exploration which will create
alliances among and between g~ men and
women. An established filmmaker (Joseph
Sl9iff), will also be on hand during the
_
weekend lo present and discuss his work.
Once again we are proud to celebrate the
opening night presentation at the Portland
Museum of Art1 7 Congress Square, Portland.
.. Jn addition lo the music/comecly act and
films, there will be a catered reception. Due to
l~mited seating and the usual sell-out crowd,
we encourage you lo purchase Friday night
tickets early.

PORTLAND
MUSEUM OF ART
FRIDAY, JUNE 5
7-1.1 :30 pm

Introduction/performances
Khu sh
Domestic Bliss

(followed by reception)
Life On Earth As We Know It
Together Alone

l<hush . South Asian lesbians and gars in Britain,

North
:'. America, and India capture the blissfu intricacies of being
queer and of color. Accentuated by beautifully lit dream
sequences, dance segments, and a dazzlingly sensuous
soundtrack. (England 1991 )

~mestic Bliss · Made for British television, the first
--....lesbian soap opera comically portrays rea~life exper- ,
iences of mothering, relationships, class differences, and
the chaos of daily life. (England 1991)

r

SATURDAY/SUNDAY COMBINATION · $22.00
(available at ticket ou~ets and the Box Office on
Saturday morning at 10:30 o.m.,
·
SATURDAY PASS· $15.00 lovoi able only at the
Box Office; includes presentation by filmmaker
Joseph Steiff)
SUNDAY PASS - $15 .00 lovoiloble only at the
Box Office; t,pens 10:30 o.m.)
(Posses for individual film/block of films ore
available each day at the Box Office for $5.00.)

This r.eor's Festivol t-shirl, designed by Toni
Wol , will be available at a benefit dance ot
Zootz on Thursday, Moy 21 and al the Festival
itself.

BENEFIT DANCE
On Thursday, Moy 21, there will be o dance to
raise money for the Festival. Tickets ore $5.00.
Dance begins at 9:00 p.m . and will be held at
lootz, 31 Forest Avenue, Portland.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Much needed financial contributions to
support the film festival con be sent directly to:

Out & O ut Productions
P.O. Box 7982
. Portland, ME 04112
MATLOVICH EVENT
On Thursday, Moy 28, at 7:30 pm, there will a
panel discussion focusing on lesbian and gay
imagery in film . Speakers will present on
overview of some of the more prevalent issues
associated with the emerging genre of Goy
Cinema. The discussion will be held in the
Rhines Auditorium of the Portland Public Library,
5 Monument Square, Portland.

Ticket posses guarantee you admission to all films on
the opJ?ropriote days,
I
ly i you a ve at

•cket ou t

s owmg.

minutes b ore each

ATURDAY, JUNE 6
11-12:30

Strip Jock Naked

SUND~ , UNE 7
11-12:30

Lunch/ Goy Pride Morch
1:30-3
3:30-5

6-8:00

8:30-11

Voices from the Front
Justine's Film
What Con I Do With a
Mole Nude?
A Comedy in Six Unnatural Acts
Un Chant d'Amour
Catching Fire (6:30 pm) •

1-3:30

Take the Power
Flesh and Poper
Visions of Spirit
Poper Crones
Via Appia
RSVP·

discussion follows
4-5:30

FEATURED PRESENTER:
directo r Joseph Steiff
(followed by reception)
Madame X

Wolk the Dog
Alfalfa
Fireworks
Ten Cents o Dance
Nice Girls Don't Do It·

discussion follows
7-9:45

Strip Jack Naked · An account that begins with the
making of Ron Peck's Nighthawks .(one of the world's first

Moedchen in Uniform
No Skin Off My Ass

widely distributed gay-made and gay-themed features) and
ends as a compelling look back at growing up gay in
London. One of the most honest and abrasive British
biographies ever made. (UK 1991)

Paper Cranes · Set in three time periods (1950,
1970, 1990), Paper Cranes is a short film which

Voices from the Front · The first feature-length documen-

RSVP · Using almost no dialogue, this hauntingly lyrical

tary to comprehensively cover the AIDS activist movement in ·
American. "Ri~orous, raw; and heartrending ." (USA 1992)

Justine's Film - Cinematicolly inventive and humprous, this
colorful piece is a· moving portrayal of a woman's struggle to
recover from unrequited love . (Canada 1989)

Catching Fire · The film flows with creative imagery, from
· past to present, in flashbacks that show the much needed
resolution between a Family and the surviving partner of o
man who has died from AIDS . (USA 1988)

Madame X : An Absolute Horror -A film by the
director of Johanna d'Arc of Mongolia . A coll goes out

around the world as Madame X seeks all women willing
. Compelling in its honesty, Tog_ether
to give up their conventionol lives and begin adventures
A/one is a landmark in gay film, presenting one of the
most revealing,realistic, and intimate conversations between in her flamboyont pirate navy. A ravishing film .
r,N. Germany 1977)
two gay men. Intense! (USA 1991 J

Together Al

T-SHIRTS - $1 2 .00

investigates aspects of male bonding while examining
the cultural notions of honorable death . (USA 1991)
Film uses music as its center to create remembrance and
to fulfill the final request of a man before his death .
·1canada 1991 )

Nice Girls Don't Do It - A not<juite conventionol
documentary about female ejaculation . Boldly examines
this aspect of femole sexuolity that hos been long
shrouded in silence . (Explicit close-ups-not for the foint
of heart!) (Canoda 1990)

No Skin Off My Ass - A touch of leather here and o
dab of peanut butter there, this unobashedly erotic film
reveals the story of o punk hoirdresser who picks up o
cute skinheod ond locks him in his opartment. (Conodo

1991)

